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THE METHODIST CRUSADE FOR CHRIST BRINGS SPECIAL AID
TO THOSE WHO ARE HANDICAPPED

l' ortl" Church? Will they bring their
foxhole faith to your worship services?
THE fighting men have won their
war, now they're coming home. Back
to the old Home Town, to the old job
perhaps, to the cottages and mansions
that have echoed the emptiness of
lonely hearts. Yes, they're coming
back, but are they coming back to
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Show the veteran that he is wanted and
needed in your church. Make him feel
the warmth of your welcome. Do it
NOW-before he drifts away or makes
other attachments. Give each one a
copy of Good-By to G.l. And with this
book an earnest invitation to worship
with you.

Endorsed by Chaplains, Pastors,
and Lay Leaders Everywhere . . •

" ••• Study W~r No More"
Cood-By to C.l.
A New Man
• • • And ~ New World
This "Bestiality" Bunk
How to Cet Acquainted With Your
Fam:ly ~nd Friends
The ONLY Ciri-Or How to Awaken
from a Dandy Dream Without
Losing Love
The School Bell and the Cash Register
The Old Job-or a New Opportunity
"What I Want Is a Peace of Land"
Your Handica?-F~ce It and Forget
It
Building Bloc-or Stumbling Bloc?
It's Your Country F•o:n Now On
You CAN be a Successful Civili~n

"I would like to

sec this

volume placed in every dis-

charged soldier's hood as required rending. It helps one
to look objectively nt himself
and make definite plans for
purposeful civilian life."Chaplain John H. Carper.
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"Here is a book every serviceman should read, even if his

family or his church has to
send it to him as o gift. It is
readable because it is popularly written. It is reassurin~
because

it

is written from
experience. It is challenging
because
it
relates
J,!reat
changes to great opportuni-

ties."-EdJ1ar Lloyd Smith in
Christian Evangelist.
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a score of discussions on the-

church that it be presented to

veteran theme, but Good-By
to G./., makes the most under-·

everyone of the service per·
sonnet immediately on his dis ..
charge."-H. C. Jlf. in Inter-

contribution. I shall put it
into the hands of my friends

nation~!

Journal of Religious
Education.
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standing
and

and

returnin~

comprehensive

servicemen."-

Par/;er
P.
Jorda11,
Scc'y
Y.M.C.A., Indianapolis, Ind.
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"A couple of yer.rs nJ!o we
were ur$!ing churches and Sundo)" School Classes to buy

Stre11gtlz for Service in sufficient numbers to mail to every
man in service. Today, with
nH our hearts, we soy 'Buy n

copy of Good-By to G.l. for
every man coming home.' It
is the kind of book o con~re
gntion can be proud to )!ive
to its returninJ! sons.''-The

Christian Advocate.

for Every Returning
Veteran in Your Church or School Group
•

As the veterans return, the pastor, or
some delegated person, should call,
present the book with the appreciation
of the congregation, and extend an
invitation to worship services. The

"I have read dozens of hooks
ond pamphlets and listened to

"Perhaps this reviewer's most
significant comment on this
important volume is his strong
recommendation to his own

book is one that every veteran will
read with pleasure and profit. And the
gracious gesture will make a profound
impression.

He's been there
and Back!
The author, Maxwell Droke, knows .
war and men who fight them. He
knows the needs of these men ns they
turn to peacetime pursuits. He is a

Veteran of World War I, and during.
the present conflict has edited THE
MESSENGER,
on
inspirational
monthly serving o quarter of-a-million.
Protestant church members on all.
fighting fronts.
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OFFICIAL CALL
to the

Second Assembly of the Woman's Division
of Christian Service of The
Methodist Church
PLACE: Columbus, Ohio
DATE: April 29, 30, May 1, 2, 1946
SESSIONS: Memorial Hall
HEADQUARTERS: Memorial Hall
PuRPOSE: To provide opportunity whereby Methodist women from all
areas of the Church may achieve unity in worship and in the sharing
of information, plans, and methods of ·work. This will be the second
opportunity since the organization of the Woman's Society of Christian Service for Methodist women to participate in a great worldwide meeting.
PRAYER: Word has gone

to

Spiritual Life leaders throughout the So-

ciety asking 'them to be much iH prayer for all those who have responsibility for planning this great event.
SPEAKERs: Bishops, missionaries and deaconesses, officers and members
of the Woman's Division of Christian Service, distinguished guests,
and others.
ATTENDANCE: Everybody is welcome. All sessions will be open to the
public. There will be a stated number of delegates from the Jurisdictions and Conferences but this . does not exclude any one from
attendance.
ARRANGEMENTs: The Woman's Society,ot Christian Service of the Ohio
Conference is the official hostess.
CoNFERENCE CHAIRMAN: Mrs. E. F. Andree, Conference President.
LocAL CHAIRMAN: Mrs.]. A. White, District President:
Detailed information on arrangements and entertainment will appear
in the next issues of The l\1ethodist TVoman and WoRLD OuTLOOK.
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MRs. J. D. BRAGG, President
!\IRs. FRED A. LAMB, Secretary
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~~Naked,

The Methodist Overseas Relief Committee
at 150 Fifth Avenue, New
York City, states in its
November Bulletin:
''It has become entirely clear to us who have
had first-hand opportunities to discover the
conditions that exist today in Europe that, as
winter comes, there will
be appalling suffering
and that great numbers
will perish from hunger
and ·cold unless generous
assistance is given. The
need in many parts of
Europe is much more
desperate than has yet
been realized. This is
particularly true of Central Europe, where the
lack of food and clothing
and other necessities of
life during the coming
winter will be most
acute."
The need in China for
food, clothing, medicine,
bedding, housing, and
all supplies is desperately urgent.
Through the Methodist Overseas Relief. Committee one may send
m 'o ney, designated or
undesignated, to help relieve the suffering of the
world.
Packages of clean, usable clothing, bedding,
shoes, and _other useful
articles may be sent directly (prepaid) to the
United Church Service
Ce.nter, New Windsor,
Maryland.
HERE IS THE OPPORTUNITY; WHAT IS OUR
ANSWER?
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First
Impressions
of Japan
By RichardT. Baker

.i

Staff Correspondent oi World Outlook
in Tokyo

F

IRE. That is the first thing that strikes you
when you reach Japan. With all the advances
that have been made in military science, it is
interesting that fire, adding a few modern embellishments, one of the oldest weapons known to warfare,
was used to subdue the Japanese nation. ·on the
island outposts it was a flame-thrower and burning
gasoline. On Japan's home cities it· was the incendiary bomb that reduced them to ash-heaps, broken
only here and there by the blackened walls of some
concrete building which withstood the flames.
Air travelers reach Japan at the Atsug·i airdrome
a few miles inland from Yokohama. They are bundled aboard U.S. Army trucks and carried into the
city. As soon as the suburbs appear, the amazing and
almost complete desolation of the Cities surrounds
you.
'Ve traveled by truck from Atsugi to the air "
tenninal at the Hibiya corner in downtown Tokyo.
It is a forty-mile ride through acres of devastation.
Let there be no doubt that the B-29 flyers were
Richard T. Baker, Assistant Editor and Staff Correspondent
successful in the completion of their missions. Yokoin Tokyo of World Outlook
hama and Toyko ·and their environs are virtually
wiped out.
the flames leaped out.
Normally we ·would go to the country for vistas
The heart of Yokohama and · the Marunouchi
and distant views, away from the walls of the city.
section of Tokyo are exceptions to the general scene.
In Japan today the reverse is true. You knoi'' you
In these sections, where the buildings were of pennaare in a city here because you cart see far distances
·nent cement, stone, and steel construction, a semwith your. view unbroken by trees or hills. In Yokoblance of a city skyline is still apparent. The shipnama and Tokyo you roar along streets through
ping firms, the banks, the Grand Hotel in Yokoham2
·trash heaps, with gnarled, blackened stumps where
are,, still standing, cleaned up, and now the headtrees used to line the boulevards, with a gaunt wall
crumbling into the rubble here and there, a line of
quarters for the occupying forces. In Tokyo, along
chimneys m!J.rking the former location of some in- · the thoroughfare facing the palace gTounds, most
dustrial plant, and stretching as far as the eye can
of the larger structures are undamaged and in use.
Thus, Radio Tokyo, the Imperial Hotel, the Dai
see an ocean of ashes.
Ichi Buildipg, the Dai Ichi Hotel, the NYK ShipEvery Japanese home must have had at least one
safe for the storing of valuables. These now are rustping Company _building are all ·now being used as
ing, perched high above the leveled earth. A tangle
U.S. Army installations.
of twisted machinery, scarcely recognizable, was
Just behind this area is the old Ginza section of
probably a garage or a bus terminal. A snarl of wire
Tokyo, the famous shopping district of the city. Fire
marks the site of a power plant. Occasionally a
has done its work there. Only a few buildings are
building appears, the walls of which still seem inin use, most of the district flattened, and what
tact. But the frame is gutted, and each window is
buildings remain are most of them burnt out. The
decorated with a diabolical eyebrow of black where
Kyobunkwan, former Methodist publishing center,
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is one of the few buildings in the area now being
They see no future in anything. They· lack leaderused. It did not b\lrn. Its walls are chipped, and the
ship to restore the normal life. They are depending
fire came close enough to blacken the walls and · upon government to. point the way, and the presbreak the windows, but it is today popular bookence of an occupying force divides the responsistore in the city, an office building for Time and
_b ility so that paralysis is the result. (2) The popuLife magazines, the Japan Bible Society, other publation of Tokyo, once the second city of the world,
lishing interests, and there is a reading room with
has been reduced by over two-thirds, and many of
good books for Allied soldiers on the top floor. With
the burnt-out families are living elsewhere and do
one transcept well charred and a gaping hole in the
not care immediately about moving back. (3)
roof, the Ginza Methodist Church is still intact and
There is a scarcity of labor because of this depopulaholding regular services.
tion.
Out ' in Kanda-ku, one of two or three buildings
Another striking impression . of the Tokyowhich rise above the level of destruction is the
Yokohama area is that this is an occupied land. The
Y.M.C.A. Across the street, the headquarters of the
streets hum with U.S. Army traffic. Trucks, jeeps,
United Church of Christ in Japan is crampe~ into
bulldozers on the highways, tanks, and every cona small box-like building which still stands.
veyance known to our Army are here in great :qumThe Aoyama section felt the flames of war on
ber. A steady stream of heavy traffic roars between
May 25 this year, the last incendiary bombing of
Tokyo and Yokohama at all hours. The streets
the city. It is today a shambles. At Aoyama Gakuin
swarm with American uniforms of all types. Amereighty-nine frame buildings went down in the holoican planes are in the skies overhead. Signs in
caust, five steel and concrete buildings were deEnglish have been hung hastily on all the streets ·
molished, all the remaining four buildings are damand many of the buildings. American MP's stand
. · aged. Nine persons died at Aoyama Gakuin.
white-helmete~ alongside their Japanese counterTh~ese are the superficial observations. You are
parts at every intersection.
.
impressed upon viewing Tokyo and Yokohama for
And the Japanese are glad to have ·them.
the first time today with the total desolation.
This is the most amazing chapter in the history
of the war. There have been cases of American perBeneath the surface is the grim fact that here are
sonnel hijacking supplies and black-marketing
miles upon miles of trash which once were homes.
goods, and the prostitution situatio·n is not good, but
These gutted buildings once housed the worldly
for the most part the behavior of American personpossessions of men, .women, and children who now
have only the rags upon their backs to keep them ' nel here has been a tribute to something very fine
in the American boy's character. He doesn't kick
warm against a raw December. The need for food,
anybody when he's down. He has fought the war
clothing, and shelter is the top priority for the Japawithout a lot of personal hatred. It has been for him
nese government today. The .misery is abysmal and
a dirty job to do, to do well, to finish, and after he
defies .a ll words to describe it, even the imagination.
has finished it successfully he wants to get the world
One would imagine that from the burning cities
back on a friendly basis. The Japanese have greeted
there would still be smoldering in the hearts of the
him with cordiality. The children are charming.
homeless and displaced a thick resentment against
the perpetrators of this destruction. It is unbeliev- · The Americans have gone out of their way to. be
able, but this resentment cannot be found. There is
kind and helpful. Every Japanese here has a story
no explanation for such a phenomenon. The cities
he tells over and over again a~out some GI he has
lie in waste about them, with comparatively little
seen helping a mother on a streetcar, or giving somereconstruction under way, and the general public
one a lift in his jeep, or distributing candy to the
children.
affixes no blame upon us. They do resent their government's slowness to relieve the situation.
"Oh, how the Japanese like the Americans," the
wife of one of Tokyo's Y secretaries told me. "We
For one who has been in China two years and
are glad you have come, and we hope you stay a
watched the resilience of the Chinese after fires and
long time."
bombings, planting new cities on the ashes of the
Believe it or not; it's true.
old within a matter of hours and days, it is noteworthy that so little has been done toward rebuildThe Japanese never disliked America, and the
ing Tokyo and Yokohama. Small sheet-iron sheds
years of ultra-nationalistic propaganda never suceverywhere stick their rusty roofs above the ruins.
ceeded quite in wiping out the Japanese people's
Occasionally a family emerges from a cellar dug out
interest in and liking for the United States. Now all
of the ashes. Buildings, which a few good ca,rpenters
that pent-up interest and fascination is flooding out,
could renew in a day or two, still stand unused and
and the people here cannot do enough for their
barren.
conquerors.
.
The reasons given for this general paralysis of
How can it be? The real reason, it appears, is that
the cities' life are several: (1) the people feel a
the Japanese know deep in their hearts that the
lack of initiative because of. the confused
state
of
coming
of the Americans is in truth a liberation .
.
government. They do not have a sense of direction.
from a fate which was destined to ruin them at their
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own hands. The discrediting of the Japanese miliThis· means that there is right now in Japan a
tarists is complete. Mr. Soichi Saito, general secrerising hunger for restoration to morality and spirtary of the Japan Y.M.C.A., told me of a conversaituality sufficient for the new day. Naturally, Christion he overheard between two ordinary travelers
tianity is going to be examined in Japan now in a
on a train. They were talking about an incident in
new light and with a new hunger in the hearts of
which an American soldier had bumped a Japathe people. It is the faith of America, the faith that
nese, bowed, and said, "Excuse me." "Our own
was able to beat them; that fact makes Christianity
soldiers never acted that way," the two men said.
worth looking at seriously. But, more important, the
These comparisons are being made, and the deJapanese have been struck by the realization that
portment of the occupying forces is casting no credit
something fundamental was lacking in their spirupon Japanese military conduct. The revelations of, itual and moral standards, something that permitted
the atrocities and the war crimes come as a devasgross tyranny to be imposed upon the people and
tating surprise to the Japanese. They resent the
flagrant injustice in every walk of life. Japan now
fact that they were not told these things by their own
wants a philosophical rootage to insure justice. The
leaders, that they were lied to, and are almost
more Christianity drives home the truth that it is
the insurance that man will be treated as man, the
crushed by the realization that such degeneration
and demoralization proceeded from their national
more genuinely Japan is going to be interested in it.
culture.
'·. The Christians here realize the hunger of their
As a consequence, the Japanese realize that a canpeople and their own obligations and opportunities.
cerous depravity has been sapping their strength in ·within the church, conditioned by the limitations
recent years. Kagawa is preaching an insistent mesof the social chaos here, the wheels are turning and
sage that national immorality was the secret of
Christians are at work. Schools are functioning to
the best of their ability. At church last Sunday I sat
Japan's decline. In the Nippon Times of November
29, the president of the Legislative Bureau of the
with a congregation of some 150 people, mostly
government wrote: "The recent war has laid bare
youth, sang "Jesus shall reign where'er the sun does
the fact that the Japanese who boasted of being a
its successive journeys run," heard a sermon on
spiritual nation were actually an unspiritual people
hope. A working girl in our press club appeared
devoid of religious faith or conscience."
before one of the members the other day with a
japan's national culture has been humbled. An incross in her hands. She wanted to know more about
teresting parallel to the .Old Testament should not
it. We are sending her over to Pastor Isamu Mitsui
be overlooked. A nation, built on an underlying
of the Ginza Methodist Church. The Y.M.C.A. is
faith in its own peculiar divine origin and destiny,
running a busy schedule of clubs and classes, permitting Japanese and American young men to meet
is now saying that it, the Japanese chosen nation itself, has come under the rod of divine wrath for its
in a Christian atmosphere. Two English-language
own apostasy. Thinking Japanese are repentant in
schools for government workers have been started
the sense that they stand before their own gods with
with active Christians, one a pastor, in charge. The
a sense of shortcoming. (I do not mean repentant
United Church is doing its utmost and will I+J.eet
in that they are crawling before their conquerors •next ,\reek to discuss its future constitution and
with "S<? sorry" on their lips.)
program.

This is the first dispatch of Mr. Baker from Tokyo. Others will follow regularly, describing Methodist work and t}J.~ religious situation in Japan and

I

Korea. Mr. Baker is assistant editor of WORLD OUTLOOK and is the only
i

• I

religious journalist accredited· by the War Department and General MacArthur's headquarters. This magazine is the only religious periodical offering such a service. Read it always!
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Rritlsh Cornhine

African chiefs visit their troops fighting in the British forces
during the war. Africa has the largest dependent area in the world
within its boundaries and the largest number of dependent peoples

Trusteeship, Christian
Missions and Africa
By Emory Ross*
ERHAPS because Africa was deemed to be remote and relatively simple and therefore suitable as a starter, Italy's three pre-war African
colonies were the first item reported discussed at the
Council of l,'oreign Ministers in Londo11 in September-the first peace cmiference after World War II.
What followed showed anew-and one hopes clearly-the intimate complexity of world concerns.
The foreign ministers, their governments, the
papers,_a·nd the people found they couldn't discuss
those African colonies apart from the Mediterranean
and the Red Sea, the Arabs, the Jews, Near East
oil, Russia, the Balkans, Trieste, the Ruhr, reparations, the four-zone rule in Germany, a \Vestern
bloc, a Far East Control Commission, Evatt's demands, trusteeship, the Economic and Social Council, the principle of the u·nilateral veto, what Potsdam really meant and-after twenty-two days-

P

• Dr. Emory Ross is the sea·etary for Africa in the Foreign
l\fissions Conference.

whether the Council could afford to adjourn with. out signing even the secret factual account of its
sessions. About the only definitive answer given to
any of those questions was "yes" to the last. The
Council "decided to terminate its present .session:·
on October 2. without signing the record of its pro·
ceedings.
To wounded and hungry mankind that sounds
foolish and hopeless. To stiff-faced geocentric nego·
tiators it may seem to make sense. Some principle
has been preserved; the national position remains
unimpaired. Perhaps so, but man's position is
jeopardized.
His position is jeopardized in Africa by such disagreements and stalemates. So also is .man's position
in Palestine and Java and New Ze_a land and Missouri
and Wales. The African's position was as closely
linked to the London meeting as was that of Mr.
Byrnes' own fellow South Carolinians, black and
white. In our world today the corn can't be green. '
W 0 RLD
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and stay gTeen-in \\'ales unless everywhere the sea
i~ free, exchange is just, man is lifted, and the spirit
is ·aided to the highest fulfillment possible in a human being.
For a century the Christian mission has been
serving man and the spirit in Africa. To begin with
it was a completely "foreign" labor undertaken by
non-Africahs, mostly white. In the second and the
current third and fourth generations it has become
in large measure an African labor. Foreigners, ·white
and colored, are a tiny minority in the growing
African ch~rch, and for the most part they seem
wisely to be supporting and strengthening the African constituency, leadership, and outreach.
It appears clear to most students of African affairs that the Christian mission (a) has been the
pioneer nearly everywhere in Africa in modern
education, linguistics, literacy, literature, medicine,
public health, agriculture, and social advance; and
(b) still carries a disproportionate share (perhaps
as much as 85 per cent) of the total educational load
in Africa either with or without government aids
of different sorts.
Some criticize the Christian mission for bringing
so much change into African life, or for the methods used in bringing it. As for the change, it was
inevitable. Missions pioneered in the elements mentioned and still carry a large share of the load, but
nearly every other force touching Africa from the
outside in the past century has brought or contributed to change also: trade, political forces,
western law, foreign literature, sea transportation,
motor salesmen, air lines, cinema, military forces,
war, liquor, land ownership, the press, labor unions,
clothing merchants, the postal sy~tem, mail order
houses, co-operatives, international health agencies.
Change has been made inevitable by a world pushing in upon Africa.
As to methods, serious criticism has been justified in a good many ways, both of missions and of
other forces bringing change. The errors of · missions have been largely due to unfamiliarity with
African background and culture-a weakness in all
a1'proach to Africa-and a consequent reliance and
too rigid insistence on non-African experience and
methods for Africa. The past twenty years have ·
seen progressive correction of that situation.
What is now further to be said here is based on
two beliefs. One is that the church in Africa has
made not only the pioneer but a major continuing
effort for Afri~a·s awakening, for the . lifting of
African's visions and hopes, and has contributed
large Iy to preparing. some thousands of Africans for
discharging increasing responsibility in the conduct
of their own affairs. The second belief-basic to the
first and many others-is that the Christian directive
and dynamic is correctly interpreted as laying upon
Christians everywhere responsibility for advancing
the good of men everywhere.
For those holding those two beliefs it would seem
JANUARY
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clear that the following seven commitments are well
up among those which Christians in the United
States and Canada-two nations so closely linked in
their overseas Christian service-should seek to discharge in our critical post-war era.
I. Most serious study should be made throughout the whole of the North American church of the
major aspects of national and world' problems affecting the well-being of man and the peace of mankind, to help determine and assure the exercise of
right Christian influence on national and world
policies for justice and peace.
2. The question of trusteeship and dependent
area policies should be given particular attention
and action. Africa has within it the largest dependent
area in the world, and the largest number of dependent people.!
3. Racial understandings and co-operation must
be greatly bettered at home and overseas, with the
church taking increased responsibility for action in
this respect.
4. Religious liberty has been denied or severely
curtailed in a number of countries, and there is
danger that it may be still more reduced in the
post-war period. The North American Christian
forces should give study and right action in this
field both in the two home countries and in relations with other peoples and governments.
5. Animism is no adequate spiritual guide for
African advancement in any realm of the heart, the
head, or the body any more than it was for the advancing Hebrews or Saxons centuries ago. Christianity has been for many and can be for all Africans
willing to accept it the greatest modern transforming power for the individual and for the group.
North American churches have a large responsibility, long since accepted but inadequately discharged,
for the Christian evangelizing of Africa.
6. The broad educational services rendered by
Canadian and American Christian missions for more
than a century are among the most powerful modern factors in Africa's development to its present
stage, and they ought to be further enlarged in the
post-war period.
7. Five aspects of education ought especially to
have new and· wider treatment: education of wom~n> use of land, literacy, literature, seminary training.
_
Special comment is perhaps desirable on paragraphs 2, 3, and 4 above.
The definition and significance of the trusteeship
proposals in the United Nations' Charter are not at
all well known in North America. First, they constitute the only broad, international agreement ever
signed on the principles of trusteeship. Second, they
are principles only insofar as international accord
is concerned-"that the interests of the inhabitants
1 Indians are not here included among "dependent people,"
that term being applied in this discussion only to the inhabitants
of colonies, protectorates, condominiums, and mandates.
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seen in other international situations between govof these (dependent) territories are paramount,"
ernments: clear action is asked as a proof of intent
that the United Nations' trusteeship system should
and sincerity. Dependent peoples, nearly all colored,
promote "progressive development towards selfask the same.
government or independence," "should encourage
respect for human rights and for fundamental freeThe racial aspects of the African scene require
doms for all," etc. They do not represent any agreedirect and undiluted Christian treatment. The modment to put any dependent area under the proposed
ern church has a shamefully spotty record on race.
Trusteeship Council. They only open the way and
But there is nothing in man's experience to excel
provide the agreed means of doing it if the nations
undiluted Christianity when applied to race-or to
now having or hereafter acquiring dependent areas
any other human problem. Our churches need to
wish to do so. Third, being principles only they rejoin their sister churches ·of other lands in re-formquire the hard work of many men in many places to
ing their own attitudes in their o~n communities
bring them into action internationally.
wherever racial cont?-cts occur, and in realistically
Such ·work can fortunately be guided to a conapplying Christian principles in their racial relasiderable extent by the individual policies and extionships to Africa and to all other dependent areas.
perience of certain of the colonial powers which
The first additional advance must be made at
have formulated such principles for their own colohome. We are sullied abroad in this and every other
matter if we are not at home as clean as ever we
nial areas and are seeking to carry them out. The
work will be made difficult, however, by three major
can be.
The question of religious liberty, a part of the
factors: (1) not all colonial powers use as their guide
body of human rights and fundamental freedoms
the principles set out in the Charter; (2) the war
emphasized in the Charter, faces the North Amerhas greatly stimulated the demands of dependent
ican church at home and overseas. What is religious
peoples for immediate or early self-government or
liberty? There is no world agreement. There is not
independence, and the question of tempo in the
agreement in the United States and Canada between
various colonies will probably present special probProtestants and Roman Catholics. In other areas
lems; (3) ignorance of colonial matters among the
where Roman Catholics are stronger the disagreepeople of noncolonial powers and even among large
ment is even clearer. Disagreement in such areas
numbers of citizens of colonial nations presents
is somewhat paralleled by that in Muslim areas
something of a problem of mass education on this
where, like Rome, I.slam holds itself to be the only
subject before fuller and intelligent 1popular support can be given.
·
true religion, aio·ne possessed of the right to propagate itself.
The Church has a vital role to play in ir,.fonning
Careful and calm consideration of this great
and securing the expression of public opinion in
human problem-fundamental to all human rightsNorth America with.regard to internationally-agreed
should be given by Protestant groups all through
policies affecting Africa: (a) because of its centuryNorth America. The unique text for basic study
and-a-quarter knowledge and understanding of Afofthe
problem in M. Searle Bates' new book, Rerican needs and potentials through its spiritual,
educational, medical, agricultural, literacy, litera- · ligious Liberty: An Inquiry, published under the
guidance of the Joint Committee o·n Religious Liberture, and social relationships with great masses of
ty of the Federal Council of the Churches of Christ
African peoples-knowledge and understanding unin
America and the Foreign Missions Conference of
approached by any other group in North American
North America.2 Nothing like it has ever been done
life; and (b) because of its over-all duty of vigorbefore.
ously stimulating and supporting all American and
Public officials in North America need to be made
Canadian participation in world affairs based on the
with this problem. Reasoned, quiet inacquainted
application of Christian principles.
sistence on religious liberty for all men everywhere
The racial aspects of the dependent a1·ea problem
is a contribution to global justice and-lasting peace.
are accentuated by the fact that colonial powers have
North American churches are studying Africa this
always been predominantly white and that now,
year.
Africa has a new significa·nce. Inextricably tied
Japan being eliminated, they are exclusively white.
with
all the world, it is one of the world's most
Dependent peoples are almost all colored. No
searching tests of national and international intenamount of discussion can change those facts. And no
tions. The Christian Church has done great service
amount of talk will convince the mass of dependent
in
helping Africans bring AfriCa to this point. It
peoples that color as color and race as mce are not
must
now share . an added task for Africa and all
large factors in the maintenance of the colonial sysdependent areas. Required are mature judgment
tem. There are many things that can be truthfully
and.high
realism. Success should prove of incalculasaid on the other side. But one of the clearest things
ble
consequence
for Africa, security, and peace.
about the racial situations in the world today is that
talk and discussion are not now very effective. The
• International Missionary Council, 156 5th Ave., New York
10, New York.
urge is increasingly for action. The same urge is
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The Church's Opportunity
in Germany
By Chaplain William J. Erwin*

Only Methodist church left standing in Frankfurt-on-Main.
Germany. Interior damaged. Services held on first floor

T

HE church faces its greatest opportunity here.
The post-war era offers Protestantism its great
chance in Europe." This is the statement, in
substance, made by every Protestant pastor with
whom I talked in Italy, France, Belgium, and Germa·ny while serving with the United States Army
in Europe.
After discussing the future of the church with
a number of German pastors and after a rather thorough observation of conditions in Germany, I ·a m
convinced that this statement is particularly true
of Germany. I am concerned to emphasize the point
because the church people of America may allo·w
prejudice to blind them to the presence of this opportunity unless they are constantly reminded. It
will be tragic if we fail to do our part in helping
the church in Germany meet the challenge and
need. This we must do if we are to help lay a foundation for future peace and good will in the world.
• Captain Erwin, a member of the South Georgia Conference
of The Methodist Church, was with the U.S. Army as a Chaplain
during the European campaign .
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We will be betraying our sons and brothers who
died on the battlefields of Africa and Europe if we
fail to take advantage of this chance to evangelize
the people of Germany.
I am thinking largely of the opportunity and responsibility The Methodist Church has in Germany.
The German Methodist pastors continued to carry
on their workas best they could under most difficult
circumstances during the days of the Nazi regime.
There seems to be a widespread idea that all the
churches in Germany were closed by the Nazis.
This was not the case. Dr. F. W. E. Sommer, president of the Methodist Theological Seminary at
Frankfurt-on-Main, told me that the members of his
church continued to attend services and carry on
their church activities while Hitler was in power
just as they had before. He asked a Swiss pastor who
attended one of his services before the war began,
if his sermon was different from those preached before the Nazis came into power. The Swiss pastor
said that he saw no difference whatsoever.
Many people are asking why the preachers and
church people of Germany did not do something
about the situation there. No doubt many did not
do as much as they should have done, but there were
many others as much opposed to what the Nazis
were doing as we are, but they were absolutely
powerless to do anything about it. Dr. Sommer said
that the people of his church were saying to him
long before the war ended, ""Vve are looking forward
to the day when the American soldiers will walk
our streets, because we know that is our only hope of
release from the Nazi domination."
The preacher in Germany who was opposed to
the Nazi regime had to make a clear-cut choice between a frontal attack on the government, knowing
,that it meant a concentration camp or death without
accomplishing anything, or continuing to preach
a positive Christian Gospel without any direct reference to the government and thus remain among
his. people and try to instill into their minds ideals
which would counteract Nazi teaching. It is very
easy for those who live in a country where we have
freedom of speech to say that they would have made
the frontal. But after having seen Dachau, Mouthousen, Goosen, and other concentration camps, It:
admit I would have been careful about deliberately
asking to become an inmate unless I had reason to
believe, as German pastors did not, that the results
would be worth the martyrdom. Before we go too
11
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far in condemning pastors of Germany for not ridding their cou.ntry of Nazism, we might ask ourselves why we have not done more to rid our country of some of the evils which exist here-liquor and
political corruption, for example.
As I have said, most of the Methodist ministers
carried on their work as best they could. When the
war began, all those under fifty-six years of age who
were physically fit were drafted into the army, but
they continued their ministerial work even there
by conducting services for the soldiers although they
were not officially authorized to . do so. The older
men doubled their efforts and carried on the work
of the younger men. One pastor with whom I talked,
who is well over eighty years of age, was doing a
job which was formerly done by three men.
Now that the war is over, the people are turning
to the church in larger numbers than ever before.
One minister told me his attendance doubled two
weeks after our victory. Another said that all possible space was filled at all his services in spite of
the fact that all transportation facilities were destroyed and· tnany of the people must walk two
hours to reach the place of worship.
Dr. Sommer describes the German people as heing in a state of vacuum . Many had put their faith in
Nazism, and now they are looking for something in
which they can safely trust, and they hope to find
it in religion. If the church does not lead them
into a vital faith in Christ and his way of life, they
are certain to turn to something as bad as or worse
than Nazism, because people do not remain in a
vacuum state very long.
Now the church does not have the facilities to
take care of the situation. At least two-thirds of all
the church buildings and almost all the church institutions in Germany were destroyed. That is
where the 1\Jethodists of America enter into the
picture. As I see it, the church in Germany
needs most of all from the church in the United
States assistance in quickly rebuilding its houses
of worship and re-establishing its institutions so it
may effectively reach the people while they are still
groping and receptive. If we refuse to give this
assistance, it will be a long time before. the churches
can be rebuilt and then it may be too late to take
advantage of the opportunity which exists now.
Also, we will have missed a wonderful chance for
creating a spirit of good will among the German
people. I have seen enough to convince me that if
we will provide some assistance, they will do the
work thoroughly. They do not need our missionaries, but they do need our prayers and some cash.
There are three big reasons why the Methodists
of America should give freely of their prayeis and
:~their money to help the church in Germany. In the
first place, it will express the spirit . of Him who
said, "Love your enemies, bless them that curse you,
do good to them that hate you, arid pray for them
which despitefully use you and persecute you.". If
12

A part of the Methodist Theological School, Frankfurt-on-Main,
Germany, damaged by shells and bombs

we allow hatred and a desire f~r revenge to keep us
from extending a helping hand to the ch~rch in its
time of suffering, we are certainly not truly representing Jesus Christ.
The second reason is the fact that such aid will
be the means of gathering an abundant harvest for
the Kingdom of God. That harvest truly is plenteous and ready in present-day Germany . and but
slight co~operation on ·our part will bring the ingathering.
The third reason is that such an investment will
yield large dividends in good will and increase the
chances for permanent peace in the world. A strong,
. wide-awake church in Germany is the best possible
guarantee that the conditions which brought about
this war will not again exist. If the German people
see church buildings going up as the first to rise out
of the wreckage and ruin of their cities, and if they
realize that their restoration was aided by the generosity and Christlike spirit of Christians in America, it will do more to create good will and thus
insure a lasting peace than physical force can do.
We owe it to those who fought and died to do this
much for the preservation of peace.
Now is the · time for action in Germany! Tomorrow may be too late. An evil as bad as Nazism
may win the loyalty of the people if we are hesitant
and stand on the sideline too long. The Russians are
losing no time in propagating their ideals. Other
forces are at work to in!luence the people. Why
should Christians stand timidly by and watch other
forces march ahead? I do not know what the attitude
of our missionary and other leaders may be, but from
experience on the ground I am convinced that we
must co-operate with the Methodists of Germany,
and at once.
W 0 RL
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Who's in the Minority?
By Carl Lamson Carmer *
OT so long ago, two men
some contradictions in the critics'
came over from Mars to find
columns. Thereupon he asked his
out about America, and, as
top staff writer to read both books,
and to write an article comparing
Rex Stout, creator of "Nero
them. When the article was finally
Wolfe," the famous fiction deteccompleted, the editor almost fired
tive, tells the fable, the reports of
their experiences were extremely
his favorite employee, simply because the poor fellow had coninteresting. One of the gentlemen
was a friendly, gregarious soul. He
cluded that the authors must have
been visiting two entirely different
liked to take long walks on busy
countries!
streets, all the while peering into
people's faces and listening to
Yet there \\ :ts good reason for
his conclusion. The intellectual
their talk. In the big .cities, he
rode on trolleys, busses, and subauthor had written of an "AngloSaxon" country, where most peoways, and attended baseball games.
He made many friends, who inple were tall and blond, fairskinned and blue-eyed, with the
vited him into their homes. All
in all, he was a very busy man
type of features commonly known
throughout his stay in America,
as "Nordic." According to himThomas Alva Edison, without college
so busy, in fact, that he had hardand to the press, radio, and movies
education, became America's greatest
from which he drew his. observaly any time for reading. He could
·
inventor
never do more than ' glance
tions-most Americans were natives of the United States, and of
through the casualty lists.
The other .Martian was a difthe Protestant faith.
On the other hand, the visitor
ferent type altogether, more a
scholar than a student of life. He
from Mars who had actually met
and mixed with the people refelt he could learn about America
ported that there were many short,
by reading its books and magaplump and dark-eyed Americans:
zines, making himself familiar
that great numbers of us, whether
with all the media of communicatall or short, blond or brunette,
tion. So he toured the United
States in a railroad compartment,
had been born in far-off lands
and were naturalized citizens of
and saw the rolling fields and
the United States; and that Roman
rivers, the skyscrapers and the facCatholicism, Greek Catholicism,
tories. He had very little contact
Judaism, Mohammedanism, and
with people. He would gaze with
even Buddhism had their repreinterest at the billboards and their
sentatives among the population,
illustrations, and read carefully
along with practically every other
everything that fell into his hands,
religion known to man.
including the advertisements. He
Which reporter from Mars
would listen to the radio for long
Andrew Carnegie, Scotch immigrant
came closer to the true- facts?
hours at a time, and of course he
and great philanthropist
The second one, of course, the
went to the movies.
In the fullness of time, each
,
one who took the trouble to mingentleman returned to Mars, to write his impressions
gle with the people, to talk with them, to see with
of our country into a book. Since both of them
his own eyes and hear from their own lips who and
possessed trained, analytical minds, and could write
what they were. From these living contacts, he
with fluency-and skill, their books soon became bestfound what statistics show: that over 55 per cent of
sellers. The critics gave high praise to each, but the
the population of America is not native white Proteditor of the Mars Literary Review thought he saw
estant. In other words, our Negro Americans and
foreign-born, our Catholics, Jews, and other reli• Carl Lamson Carmer is a journalist and author, educated at
Hamilton College and Harvard, taught at Syracuse, Rochester,
gious and racial groups-all added togetherand Alabama Universities, columnist and editor in New Orleans
actually form the major portion of the Amerand New York. His last book (1943) is The War Against God, an
expos~ of Nazi anti-religious propaganda.
ican people. Far too large a percentage, surely,
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to be casually classified as minorireported from Seattle, Washingties!
ton, where Private Halo Hirose is
Yet we cannot blame the sch?lar
convalescing from war wounds.
from Mars for his report, since so
With four buddies-one of whom
many Americans right in our
lost an arm, another a leg in this
midst share his misconception conwar-he walked into a drugstore
cerning a dominant majority.
for a soft drink. The owner reEvery one of us, through ancestry,
fused to serve them, and called a
race, or creed, is a member of one
polic~man when the boys would
minority or another. Yet, pulling
not leave the premises. The policetogether under the American flag,
man said the owner was within his
we have done well by our counrights in acting ·as he did. But the
try; not quite so well, perhaps, by
episode must have 'left the boys
one another. We have given unwondering about their rights, too.
stinting devotion to America, and
For they were all members of the
something less to our fellow AmerJapanese-American IOOth Infantry
icans.
Battalion, one of the most decoFor most of us, in lesse1 or gTeatra_ted units in the history of the
er degree, hold false notions about
United States Army.
Louis D. Brandeis, Jewish Justice
our compatriots. We fall for the
The distinguished · record of
of the United States Supreme Court
old vaudeville jokes about the
these fighting Americans should
drunken Irishman, the dour lm- .
occasion no surprise. This counmorless Puritan, the money-loving Jew, the pistoltry became great through the efforts of all her peototing Italian, the dice-playing, lazy- Negro. Whe1i.
ple: first, second, and tenth generation; white and
we meet a person of one of these groups, whom the
colored; Protestant, Catholic, Jewish. No nation
description does not fit, we ilnmediately mark him
reaches the peak of industrialization we have
- as an "exception." In our minds the stereotype, the
achieved, or sets the production records of Amerfalse generalization about a 1vhole group of people,
ican industry in the past few years, through the
· remains fixed, unshaken even by evidence to the
efforts of a few men alone.
contrary. This is so, not because of any malice on
Many poets have sung of the diversity of our
: our part, but because the tendency exists in all of
nation. -Walt Whitman expressed it in a few words:
"This is not a nation, but a teaming of nations."
us to lump people together on the basis of an assumed common characteristic.
Even a few of the great names associated w_ith AmerMargaret Mead, the anthropologist, tells an amusica's growth reflect our variegated population: Aning story in this connection. It seems the early
drew Carnegie, Thomas A. Edison, David Sarnoff,
Iroquois Indians had two genders in their Ian-_
George Gershwin, Knute Rockne, George Washingguage: one for adult male Iroquois Indians only,
ton Carver, Louis D. Brandeis. It takes the toil of
while the other gender included all -other people, of
many hands and the sweat of many backs, both
· whatever tribe of whatever sex or age.
distii}guished and undistinguished, to enable a
From this inclination of ours to generalize, there
country to do what America has done in so short a
follow many contradictions. Ip a land revering the
time. As Eric Johnston; president of the Chamber
memory of one who said that our nation was "conof Commerce ofthe United States, says: "Too many
Americans behave as if America only gave things to
ceived in liberty, and dedicated to the proposition
that all men are created equal," it is possible for a
newcomers. We need to be reminded that America
great artist to be refused the use of a hall solely
receives more than it gives in muscle power, purbecause of her colored skin. Though the Bill of
chasing power; fecundity, and brains." It is bigoted
Rights prohibits any "law respecting an establishand .unfair to allow prejU<:lice against creed, color,
ment of _religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
or national origin to take one _iota from the respect
thereof," ·persons of certain races and religions find
due all groups of our populati6n!l"
If the nature of prejudice ' were more widely
many hotels and clubs closed to them, on a ruling
understood, people could not cling to such errowhich would also have excluded Mohammed, Conneous ideas as that America is predominantly Anglofucius, Buddha, and Jesus Christ. As a matter of fact,
every one of the great documents which ushered . Saxon. Ordinarily, prejudice means jumping to a
cqnclusion without. sufficient facts, or forming an
America into being were c~nceived by men of deep
opinion on the bas-is of one or two known facts.
religious faith. The New World's COil;Cept of democracy has its roots entirely in the Judaeo-Christian
But in the field of)ntergroup relations, prejudice
teachings of love and the brotherhood of man.
becomes something else, for here it is a blind acThe gap between our professed . belief. in democ- . ceptance of the per~onality picture attached to a
racy and the personal acts of some of our people
label. The label may be "Jew," "Catholic," "Nebecomes glaringly evident in incidents like the o.ne , gro," "Irishman," "Italian," · or, in less polite ver14
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sions, "mick," "Holy Rollers,"
tressing economic conditions pre"wop," "kike," and so forth. But,
vailing in Germany after World
whatever the label, custom has
War I. Yet even the Nazis might
endowed it with a certain stereonot have succeeded had it not
type character.
been for prejudices. Admitting
The result is that mention of
this, however, is not to say that
the label gives rise immediately
prejudice cannot be overcome. We
have only to be aware of its false
to a picture of the stereotype in
people's minds. Whenever a man
premises, to take steps toward its
says, "Some of my best friends are
destruction. For no scientist has
Jews," or "I know a lot of nice
ever been able to prove that race
Catholics," or "I met a very intelor religion or national origin can
lige·nt Negro," you may know that
make a difference in a person's
capacity to live a constructive life,
the stereotype is functioning on
all cylinders. What the man is
provided, of course, that that per. really saying is: "I believe in the
son is given, as a child, an equal
stereotype, but I have met some
opportunity to acquire a healthy
exceptions to the general rule."
body, a sound education, and a job
You may know then that this perwhereby
to earn his livelihood.
George Washington Carver. Negro
son is putting the label first, the
With these basic requirements,
scientist
human characteristics of the peoand given the respect of the comple he meets, second.
munity, most human beings, whatever their creed, race, or ancestry, will turn out
Anti-religious and anti-racial prejudice is responpretty much all right.
sible for most of the meaner aspects of our society.
For prejudice not only blurs a man's view of his
This is no theory. It is the official policy of the
fellow human beings; it actually stunts the interest
American government. The magnificent record of
one human being normally takes in another, and . our armed forces shows what can be done to bring
prevents him from knowing his fellows as he should.
out the best in people, when this policy is carried
The visitor from Mars who, in Mr. Stout's story,
into practice, as is the case in our War Department,
mingled with the people of the United States may
Army, and Navy. It is this fundamental principle,
not have been free from prejudice, but he must have
also, which was given a practical demonstration by
been aware of how prejudice operates, and therethe people of Springfield, Massachusetts. So remarkfore sought the facts for himself. The other Martian
able were the results that this community's methods
was not necessarily prejudiced; he was merely unof democratic action became known as "The Springaware of its long-range effects, when he trusted the
field Plan," were written up in a book and made
printed word and the commercial advertisements to
into a motion picture. The residents of Springfield
give him a true picture of the make-up of the Amerfound that prejudice could be lessened, and, given
ican people.
time, wiped out altogether when people get to know
The miserable, often tragic sCars that prejudice
one another and work together for the common
inflicts upon persons in our less favored economic
good.
·and social groups is an old and heart-breaking story,
And every one of us can, if we have but the
which does not get much publicity.
good will and the good sense, work to hasten
In Europe, this century has seen the murderous
the day when man shall look upon man and see,
fury prejudice can become when inflamed by such
behind the label or the colored skin, a fellow
human being, a brother in the human race, a child
clever, unscrupulous propagandists as the Nazis.
Their success was made possible partly by the disof God.

Free literature for leaders,
groups·, and classes may be obtained by sending this list with
the number desired to the EcUtorial Department, 150 Fifth
Ave., New York 11, N. Y.
Booklets starred (*) will be
ready soon.
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_ _ Atlas of Home Missions
_ _In Our Country's Service
_ _ Methodists in Town and Country
_ _ Methodism Among American
Negroes
_._The Methodists in Europe
'" _ _The Story of Methodism in
Africa

_ _ Methodism and India
_Filipino Loyalty
_ _Ganta, the Handmade Mission
_ _ Methodism in Brazil •
_ _ Methodism in China: the War
Years•
_ _El Verge!: for the Soil and Soul
of Chile
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Vision for Toda·v
By Eunice Jones Stickland *
ELDO.i\J has a minister's \rife
Rica, Dr. Miller went to South
sensed the deepest needs of the
America as Secretary of the Cenwomen in her husband's parish
tenary Movement. Headquarters
and set about to meet those needs so
were in Santiago. From here the
efficiently and with such continentMillers started out to cover this
sweeping results as has Margaret Ross
vast territory. Seeking to becorile
Miller. wife of Bishop George A
acquainted with the people an.d to
Miller.
understand the general condition of
Bishop 'M iller's itineracy has in the churches, they traveled, somecluded work as pastor in California
times together and often in opposite
and the Philippine Islands, missiondirections. Mrs. Miller's one purpose
ary to Panama and Costa Rica, Secwas to study the status of women.
retary of the Centenary Movement
"The terrain was rough," says Mrs.
in Latin America, Bishop in Mexico.
Miller, "rising from sea level to the
Argentina, and Chile; and now. rehighest peaks in the '.Vestern +Hemitired, he is helping out in a preacher
sphere. Kalddos,::opic variations of
Mrs. Margaret Ross Miller, who
shortage as pastor at Lafayette, Calicolor, customs, habits, and dialects
had the vision to unite Christian
women
of
Latin
America
in
service
fomia.
prevailed between cities and provfor the tasks of today
As helpmeet to her husband in
inces. But from huts to mansions we
these globe-circling years, l\'I rs.
received a gracious welcome.
Miller's understandi:ng vision of the
"In the first parsonage visit I made
needs of women has ·gtiided her into
I discovered that women had no part
wide-reaching fields of influence.
in the church work but cookingand
Women Under the Southern Cross
raising the money. No one,' not even
. was the 1935 mjssionary text which
the women, thought they could de- ·
Mrs. Miller wrote. As a history of
velop and serve in any other way.
Christian work among the women
I knew if we wanted a strong church
of Latin America, it is still unrivaled.
we must develop the women."
Back of the writing of this compreIn almost every town visited that
hensive book with its panoramic
first year, a small group of women
view of women from huts to manwas organized. By 192I·when the ansions. · from Indian "daughters of
nual conference in Chile was held,
drudgery"
to
highly educated
Mrs. Miller summoned the '·''omen.
Se·noras, were sixteen years of loYe
They asked the permission to organand labor, in which 'Margaret Miller
ize and become a part of the church
traveled by horseback and boat, train
work. The request was heartily
Mrs. Amable A. de Carlos Alpizar.
. .and .foot, seeking to understand the
granted. The women were invited to
one of the leaders of Christian
problems of the women of a conmeet at the same time and place
women in Costa Rica
tinent.
with the conference. This plan was
"My impression o( Latin American
changed later. because, as the women's work grew, the preachers and laymen beca.m e
women," says Mrs. Miller, "was that they were
gracious, beautiful, able, but unorganized for- ins.ointerested they also wanted to attend the women's
conference.
'
dividual and collective Christian development. It
was manifest that the next step for the church
During the first year Mrs. Miller helped Chilean
· should be the education and training of national
leaders plan an organization similar to that of our
women as leaders among their own. The incorporat'Voman's Society of Christian Service, which came
ing of the women as an integral part of _.the church
into being more than fifteen years later. "My years
program. the preparation of adequate literature to
of experience of working in the 'Home,' 'Foreign,'
meet the needs of church women-these "·ere our
and 'Ladies' Aid' groups' in the United States had
aims."
convinced me that this new organization must be a
In 1919, after several years in Panama and Costa
united work."
At the next annual conference, the women of the
• Mrs. Stickland is well known to ·woRLD OUTLOOK readers.
Her story .will be of special interest to those who are promoting
Chilean Church took their first fonvard step in misthe work of the 'Vorld Federation of Methodist Women and the
sionary service. The depression was beginning .to be
Committee on the Status of "'om·en.
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felt in the United States, and miswomen of Latin America-the preparation of adequate literature for
sionary giving was falling off, taking
church women-began to grow as the
a toll of work in the southern conorganizations of women grew. Mrs.
tinent. When Pastor Diaz, who was
Miller wrote the first study book,
in charge of work among the Arauentitled
The Christian Home and
canian Indians in southern Chile,
Bible Studies. By the end of 1921,
pleaded that a teacher be sent to
thirty-two of the forty churches in
start a school, the request was turned
Chile had groups 'of women studydown for lack of funds.
ing this book. Four hundred women
Mrs. Miller suggested that Pastor
were enrolled in these classes. BackDiaz bring his request before the
country women were learning to
women's conference. He had hardly
read that they might study the book.
finished speaking when one woman
As Dr. Miller went about in his
arose, "I have no money, but I have
travels
everywhere he found groups
a little pig. W'hen I sell it, I will
of
"'omen
studying. Soon the preachsend money for this school." "I will
Mrs. Juan E. Gattinonl, who traveled
with
Mrs.
Miller
throughout
ers were appealing to him for angive every egg the hens lay on SunSouth America organizing a united
other book.
day," said another. So the money was
movement of women
Every year new books were put
·pledged.
out. Mrs. Miller, Dr. Miller, and
But whom to send? A young womtheir daughter Evelyn wrote Chrisan trained under the Salvation Army
tian literature ranging from instrucvolunteered to go. Olga Amenent ions on home sahitation to novels.
guel's name should be blazoned, for
Titles of a few of Mrs. Miller's books
it was she who carried the torch of
include The Hygienic Home and
Christian learning to a neglected peoBil;le
Women, The Social Home and
ple from a body of women who never
Christian Heroes, Daily lVIanna,
before had been stirred to share the
Fruits of the Spirit. These books comgospel messag·e.
bined practical everyday problems
So successful was this first attempt
with Christian solutions. Soon other
that in a few years another teacher
denominations were requesting them.
was sent. Miss Amenenguellater marAlthough Mrs. Miller wrote many
ried and is now the mother of a family. ·she is still teaching in the Methof the study books, she very early
odist schools.
began training native women to carry on this work. It was Senorita Lydia
"The test of a mission is the abilMrs. Joselina Velasco, who has
Vargas, a Chilean woman, who was
ity of its converts to extend the work
helped
in
promoting
Christian
secretary to Mrs. Miller and assisted
by their own. efforts," says Mrs.
literature among the women of
her in the preparation of the book,
Miller. "How well the Araucanian
Mexico
Women Under the Southen1 Cross.
mission has succeeded may be inl'virs. Miller's interest in the lit-ferred from the following typical stueracy movement of Latin American countries is still
dent. To an Indian schoolgirl of Cholechol belongs
keen, as is attested by her most recent book pubthe honor of having inaugurated the rural station
lished in 1944. It is a translation into Spanish of Tire
called Transhuillin, with a school and religious servOld Testament as It Concerns TVomen, by Marie
ices. Audolia Huenolaf became a Christian during
Welles Clapp. Again it was Miss Lydia Vargas who
her school days in the mission, and 1vhen she reassisted Mrs. Miller in preparing this publication,
turned to her home she spoke earnestly to her parwl~ich came from the Methodist printing press in
ents about her new joy in the Gospel. They only
laughed at her. Audolia, however, possessed the
lh{enos Aires.
Dr. \Vade Crawford Barclay as chairman of the
pe\severance of the saints, and her persistence, finally
Committee on Christian Literature of Latin Amerbrought her father to open his home for religious
ica, wrote a letter of appreciation to Mrs. Miller
meetings. She then asked the missionaries to come
and invited her neighbors.
which included this sentence, "Our Spanish litera"This was but the beginning. Audolia set up a
ture program has been making remarkably good
Sunday afternoon class and soon had a number of
progress . . . and the books are being "·idely cirpeople listening to her teaching. Then a young man
culated."
cousin, who had also been educated-in one of the
"When Dr. Miller was elected bishop in 1924 he
mission schools, helped her to open a night school.
went to l\Iexico. Mrs. Epigmenio Velasco, a leader of
Together. they taught for three hours each evening.
l\Jexican Methodist women, included this paraLater Audolia's father was baptized as a believer."
~raph in an article entitled, "The '\Vork of i\fethThe second part of Mrs. :Miller's aim for the
odist '\\'omen in the Past":
JANUARY
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It has been thirty years since the work among women
began, interesting our women in altruistic work. But there
was no union, each group was independent. Then there came
to Mexico a woman with a wide vision and enthusiasm
running over-Senora Margarita Miller, wife of Bishop Miller.
Her character drew together women-many pastors' wives
having special interest in the work of their husbands. Mrs.
Miller presented to us her vision of getting the women
together.
The women became enthusiastic over a wider field to
cultivate, which would carry to a realization our dreams of a
great work we could do. With Mrs. Miller's patient explanation of the advantage of forming a union and working to·
gether we were able to triumph over many of our problems.

as these women spoke. ·wouldn't they hold their
Sunday program in the city plaza?
''On Sunday, as the congregation filed out of the
ch~rch," says Mrs. Mill~r, "the city ba·n d struck up
a hvely march. Escorts m dress uniform were alert
to lead the procession to the plaza where crowds had
gathered. Attentively they listeried to the Gospel
message. Loud were the calls, 'Come again! Come
soon!'"
Early in the history of the work in ·Argentina,
~r.s .. Miller urg~d the women to assume the responsibility of opemng a school among the Indians of
Bolivia. Recently Bishop and · Mrs. Gattinoni's
In 1925 the "Federation of Methodist \1\'omen in
daughter,
Senorita Adelita Gattinoni, was appointMexico" came in~o being and became a part of the
ed
~s.
the
fir_st Argentina Methodist missionary to
"National Organization of Evangelical Women of
Bolivia.
She
Is supported by the Conference FederaMexico," which had been functioning for some
tion
of
Women
of the East South America Annual
years. The woman's movement gave new life to the
Conference.
·
Methodist churches of Mexico. One of its first aims
The 1944 report shows that the Women's Societies
was to organize new societies and hold institutes for
Argentina raised $32,500, of which $3,288 went
of
instructing women on how to direct the work. ·
for
missionary work.
Horizons widened. The women reached out to help
In
every country of the area woman's work was
weak churches and emphasize missions. At the secorganized
by Mrs. Miller, other missionaries or
ond annual meeting in Mexico City the missionary
Latin American leaders. From local organiza;ions
spirit was so evident that they began wondering if
the work expanded into district organizatio·ns, conthey could not support a missionary.
ferences,
or federations, and climaxed in an interThe conference was meeting on the grounds of
national
organization
which became a unit of the
the Bible Training School and a young woman
\1\Torld
Federation
of
Methodist
Women.
student of that institution, Soledad Romer, volunThe
first
international
meeting
was held in
teered to go as the first missionary. She was ' sent to
Bu~nos Aires in 1938. Delegates from Peru, Bolivia,
Costa Rica, thus forming a link with the MethClu1e,
Argentina, Uruguay, Panama, and Costa
odist mission which the Millers had established in
Rica
met
to form the International Federation of
that country.
Methodist
Women in South and Central America.
Bishop and Mrs. Miller returned to South Amer- .
Later
Brazil
and Cuba were added. Messages were
ica in 1928. From Buenos Aires, Mrs. Miller travread
from
national
officers in New York, Panama,
eled m;er the Argentina area. She was accompanied
and
Costa
Rica,
and
Mrs. Miller in California. · ·
by Senora Minni~ Gattinoni, wife of Juan E. GatFrom a recent report comes this: "In all countinoni, who was later elected the first Methodist
tries
where The Methodist Church has organized
bishop in South America. These women visited ·
:vork,
the establishe? societies of women are carrychurches in cities and out over the wide pampas.
mg
forward
aggressive work, in many details and
"The pastors welcomed us," says Mrs. Miller,
results
equal
to that of the best Societies of Chris"and co-operated in every detail for the success of
tian Service in the United States. Textbooks are·
t!le progressive program. In Rosario a district meet'."rit~en, published, distributed, and systematically
ing was in session to which we were invited to pre\!\Tell-organized missionary projects are di- ·
studied.
sent our plans. \!\Then it was suggested that they
rected
and
financed. Home hygiene is taught and
hold conferences for women at the same time and
local church activities receive full attention. Social
place as the men, the women gasped, 'What would
problems, such as housing, illiteracy, intemperance,
· we talk about!' A recent letter from Senora Sabanes,
illegitimacy, low wages, juvenile delinquency, and
wife of the pastor, still in Rosario, reports a district
unequal moral standards are studied and various
meeting of women which taxed the capacity of their
taken to better existing conditions."
measures
great church. She wrote, "We are marching on in
step with our North American sisters to whom we
Margaret Ross Miller's vision oftraining and edusend Christian greetings.' "
cating Latin American women for "individual and
· The beginning of the work in Mendoza adds a
collective Christian development," and her added
bit of color to the historical record. Men fillt.;d doors
vision of "the preparation of adequate literature to
and windows, curious to see what these women 1vere
meet the needs of the church women," have been
up to. Such feminine gatherings were unprecedentwonderfully fulfilled. Her quiet backing off the
ed. Some of the city officers asked permission to restage as native leaders were prepared to ~ake over
main. They listened intently as the program prothe leadership has given lasting fiber to the work. A ·
gressed. Never before had they heard women speak
continent of Methodist women are united in work.
I
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Alexanderson ( CNS) !rom Guillwnette

Down the canal the boatman peddles his wares. He sells to the
farmers of China. It is a peaceful scene of a country free of war
from the outside. Will it find peace within itself? There are forces
within China that may hold the answer. Some of the answer will
lie in the way the Chinese government considers the farmer and
the way the farmer considers himself. During these past years of
war, missions' greatest paper with the widest circulation has been
The Chinese Farmer. Has this any part to play in the future of China?
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China's Chiillenge to
M·i ssions Todci.y
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Alexanderson (CNS) from Gulllumetto

China is free! V.-J. night in Chungking. Chungking residents
who fled to Free China during the war rejoice in liberation
Aloxandcrson (CNS) from Guillumette

Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek finishes
signing the world charter of the United Nations organization. China is now officially
one of the Big Five Powers of the world

20
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Back into the· :hills a pack mule moves up to "tin
mountain," a mountain 8,000 feet above sea 'level.
The conquering of the resources of China's western
frontier is reminiscent of the conquest of the west
in the history of the United States. In the United
States, the preachers followed the prospectors

Farm boys pump water by an an·
cient method. They may seem to be
cut off from the world in distant
western China. As a matter of fact,
many of them discuss world politics
over their bowls of rice at night
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Thomas U:wang, Chungking; tram Gulllumette

The head of a rubber plant sits with his family
in his home in Chungking. On the walls are evi·
dences of his ·ties with the United States

Young men who experiment with
rubber under the direction of the
rubber plant's ·head. Many of them
are being sent as trainees to learn
western industrial methods· in the
United States. · Under the Foreign
Missions Conference, the church is
developing a fri~ndly program for ·
them
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China's women march to indicate their desire
for participation in China's future. Students,
nurses, professional women, factory girls and
housewives form . the parade. The church must
stay close to China's women to harness some of
their dynclmic vitality for the cause of Christianity

Women begin to take their part in
civil government. In a magistrate's
court a woman clerk records the cases
of the defendants. Christian colleges
are playing significant roles in
preparing women for such positions
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Children are enlisted in the health campaign.
Here they are giving a demonstration to illus·
Irate their slogan, "We should be clean, have
plenty of rest and sunshine, eat fruit, veg·
etables, and eggs, and breathe fresh air to be
happy and healthy." Many students in the
Christian colleges help in these demonstrations

Missions and government agencies
are putting new emphasis on health
clinics for mothers and babies. Here
a soy bean milk clinic serves the
mothers with education on nutrition
as it serves the babies with milk

24
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The campaign for health goes out beyond the home
to care for refugees and for soldiers not yet demobilized. Here women are contributing to a drive
for footwear for the soldiers during the coming winter

Thomas Kwang, Chungking, !rom Gulllumette

A boy has just made a cake of
soap, aided by his grandmother.
He is about to take it out to display
to the other children and to give
instructions on how soap is made
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Alexanderson (CXS) from Gul!Jumctte

Alexanderson (CNS) !rom GuillumcUe

The pleasant student city of Chengtu where many
refugee Christian universities have come to find
refuge on the West China College campus during
the war. The Christian college will have to .be
strengthened greatly in the days to come to hold
to its standard in these quickly changing days

A Clainese bookstore. Hungry for
books, but short on cash, young people .
of all classes read books at the store
as if it were a library. With the
drive for literacy, thousands upon
thousands of new books: will be need·
ed. The Christian literqture movement
must be ready to contribute its share
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the Cuban Bills
By Eulalia Cook *

This experiment with "lightFEEL as if I have just won first
ning
literacy" was watched with
place in the lottery and have
interest by the administrator of
come to collect." Thus Arsenio
the sugar mill, Mr. Miller. "ArPerez, unlettered assistant mason
senio walks like a different man
in · the sugar mill of Baguanos,
now," he commented .."! think the
Cuba, expressed his joy to the
happiest moment of his life came
Friendship House literacy comlast Saturday when he came to
mittee which had invited him to
sign for his pay check. You should
serve as a model for the new Lauhave seeh him as he pushed back
bach method. Quickly he masthe pad for finger prints, and
tered the charts, and read the first
reached
for the pencil." 2
lesson-to the amazement of the
Seeing in this man · the margroup.
velous possibilities wrapped up in
To his bohio 1 home in the couna literacy campaign, the effort was
try he took the simple picture
launched with enthusiasm. The
cards and a copy of the first lesson.
busy zafra (crop season) was over
· "I walked home on air," he told
and the long, dead season lay
us. As he gathered his wife and
ahead. A nurp.ber of the young
children around him and taught
In the open air, in the home,
men of the church were without.
them what he had learned a new
wherever a pupil can be found,
Is
carried
the
teaching
process
employme·
n t, or employed only
light entered their dark hut. It was
on in and near Baguanos, Cuba
part time now. These young men
on Monday that the lessons began,
and day after day during the week
had already helped Friendship
House, a Methodist Mission stathat followed Arsenio studied in
odd moments, during lunch time,
tion devoted to serving the religious, recreational, and cultural
after work, even as he walked. He
was never separated from his book.
needs of the little sugar mill town
By Saturday he had finished the
-to extend its services to the peolittle book, Quiero Lee1· (I Want
ple of the country. These young
to Read) , and took home with
men had been surprised and dishim a copy of St. Matthew's
tressed at the high percentage of
Gospel, an agriculture bulletin,
illiteracy among the adults, and
and a book of simple arithmetic.
joyously welcomed this opportuOn Sunday Arsenio came to the
nity to serve these bohio dwellers
in the name of Christ.
church school to thank the group
for what they had done for him.
Free classes were announced in
Later he brought his children. Unthe town and pupils were enrolled;
expectedly he gave a generous gift
the most needy country commuto the building fu·nd and offered
nities. were studied and a house-toto work as a volunteer laborer
house campaign decided on. The
when the church building should
public school in Baguanos cobe begun. God's love had reached
A pupil who has just finished her
operated by making the waH
reading lessons is congratulated
him and become real to him
charts, the companys helped us.
by her teacher
through literacy, and his.gratitude
with the mimeographing, and lent
knew no bounds.
us a horse, the colonos (owners of
. With his little booklet, Quiero Leer, in hand Arsugar cane plantations) gave us their encouragesenio visited his neighbors in the near-by hills, tellment and co-operation. The Methodist Young Adult .
ing .t hem how easy and how wonderful it was · to
Department took this as its specia1 project. Thoselearn to read, offering to teach them what he knew.
who could not go to the country helped to teach in
town and to make the flash cards. Though the work

I

• Miss Cook is a missionary to rural Cuba, under ,the direction
of the Woman's Division of Christian Service of The Methodist
Church .
·
1
The bohio is the typical peasant hut in Cuba, built as the
Indian built his hut-palm bark forms its walls, palm leaves thatch
its roof, and the floor is usually of dirt.
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2
In Cuba the illiterate signs with his thumb prints instead of a•
cross mark.
3
"Company" in this case means the Antilla Sugar Estates, owners of the mill.
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The one who has been taught leaches another. "Each one
teach one" is part of the teaching plan in Baguanos

in the country was done chiefly by young men, its
first leader as a young Cuban woman, Ester Alonzo,
assistant director of Friendship House:
Into La Levisa- (bad man's land, a hopeless place,
smne people called it) -went two of the literacy
soldiers. From bohio to bohio they went, putting
up their charts, persuading people that they could
learn. After ten days I visited the project to give
the reading test. One center of learning I shall not
soon forget. On the top of a hill, picturesquely set
among royal palms, was the thatched-roof, palm~
l:>ark hut of the Palacios. Two families share the two
miserable rooms within. Four students were at work
in the front room furnished with two stools of rough
hewn logs, a little table, and a hammock bed of tow
sack. The two young women students had small
babies slung on their hips. The cries of the babies
often interrupted the class.
Otelia sat by the table reading the last lesson in
the Laubach primer. She showed us the Bible verses
she had copied in good clear letters. Proudly she
took up another paper-"This is what my husband
wrote," she explained. "What I learn during the day
I teach him when he comes home from work at
night." Over in the corner Zoila worked on simple
sums. She could read a little, and was anxious to
learn arithmetic.
We passed on to a lad of eighteen who had thrown
himself into the hammock and 'vas enthusiastically
reading the first lesson. He was so amazed andpleased with his own progress that he exclaimed, "I
feel just as happy as when I am making love to my
girl!" By the' window Ruben was reading the book
of Acts. He seemed to learn to read at one long
stride. "He has been reading ever since the sun
carne up enough_ for him to see," his sister told us.
His joy and intense interest in the printed word
made 'one think of nothing less than one born blind
who has now suddenly received his sight.
· "There is a man who lives out in the woods in
La Criolla who says he doesn't believe in God, and
makes fun of those who attend the mission," said
28

Manolo one day. "I think we will go there on our
rounds today." Getting b!J,ck very late from his trip,
he exclaimed, "You should write Dr. Laubach to
the farthest corner of Cuba-we got three of the
family to begin the lessons-and they even served
us coffee!"
Not long afterwards this family of alleged atheists
.asked us to come to their home and baptize tht;
children. To reach this isolated spot we had to
leave our horses and follow a faint trail. After
giving the reading test to a part of the family we
talked long with the parents, telling them that if
they wished to baptize the childre·n in the Christian
faith they would need to know more about the
Christian life and should attend the mission nearest
.
them.
The following preaching day rain fell, and a
wind storm kept home all but the most valiant.
Among those who braved the elements to attend
the church. service was this family who did not believe in God. Laubach said, "Literacy is proving a
wonderful way to 'vin sol!lls for Christ." Truly we in
Cuba have found it so.
Not only has the literacy campaign brought joy
to those who have learned to read, but it has blessed
those who have given their time to it. "This is the
first time I have been happy during a dead season,"
confessed Sr. Martinez as he rode home at sunset
after another day spent in serving his fellowman.
Each evening as this fine group of volunteer teachers return home their faces glow as they tell of new
conquests. "You must see my prize pupil, Silvia~
She learned in four days!" Angel Garcia tells us
proudly. '~I want some magazines for .Raul Merrero.
He is reading everything now"-this from Bellido.
"Can you believe it? Each day I find myself wanting
'to start out to the country a bit ~arlierl" exclaims
Andres. "The folks in Caridad _del Sitio keep sending for .us to come and teach them how to use this
method. ·we must get a line car and go!" "I am going to take Maceo for my work. I know the folks
there"-a new volunteer has caught the spirit.
So they go, singing over the Baguanos hills, taking the Bible to the people and teaching them to
read it. As they ride over these beautiful sun-soaked
hi lis, made famous by the campaigns of Maceo in a
" ·ar for political freedom, these young men recognize themselves as soldiers <;:>f the cross, warring
against ignorance, superstition, and sin, that true
freedom may exist.
As the weekly meeting of the Young Adults group
was about to begin, a "telegram" was handed to me.
It read, "To the Commander in Chief of the Allied
Literacy Forces: Victories everywhere! The enemy
is retreating before us in La Fe, Potrerilla, La Levisa,
and Manguito. Plan invasion of Rejondon and
Manantialitas. New recruits flock to us; Satan 1s
furious! The cross is shining!"
Thus are we guided by the light of the cross.
WORLD
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Hunting Horse with a group of his descendants. The noted Kiowa Indian has nearly one
hundred grandchildren, ten of whom served in the armed forces during the late war

Happy Birthday, Hunting Horse
By Betty Burleigh*
ONGRt\TULATIONS
from
Methodists
everywhere go to the famed Kiowa Indian
warrior, Hunting Horse, who is believed to
be the oldest living Custer Scout, who celebrates his
1OOth birthday with the traditional buffalo barbecue party on January 15th at his home near Meers,
Oklahoma.
Half a century ago, the now devout Mr. ljorse
set out to scalp a Methodist missionary and was
himself converted. Since that time he has led countless Indians to Christ.
Assuming the proportions of a mid-winter Fourth
of July Celebration, the birthday festivities arranged
by the . Kiowa tribe will be attended by many notables from Oklahoma, Texas, and .near-by states.
Admirers from Fort Sill in Lawton, which was headquarters for General George A. Custer, the Indian
fighter, will · pay tribute to the 'Venerable warrior
-\,•ho has won every heart on the post. Among the

C

• The field correspondent of. 'VoRLD OuTLOOK here tells· the
·story of Hunting Horse, 100-year-old Methodist of the Kiowa
tribe of Indians. Customs mentioned do not apply to all Oklahoma Indians. In general, eastern and central tribes have been
civilized for many years. Also many of the "plains" Indians have
been Christians for generations. Hunting Horse belongs to one
of the colorful "wild tribes" of the western section where civiliza·
tion is more recent.
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guests will be his close friend, Brigadier General
Raymond E. Lee, assistant commanding genera] of
the Fort Sill Replacement Center. The aged Kiowa,
who stands straight as an arrow, will wear his blue
and gold Custer Scout uniform for the party, replica
of the uniform he wore in 1871 when he joined
Custer's Seventh Cavalry to aid in quelling Indian
uprisings.
Mr. Horse, whose Indian name is Tsa-Toke, was
a forerunner of the .men in G-2 (miiitary intelligence) as he once slipped through the forests on
mocdsined feet to get information for the U. S.
Army, a·nd when the showaown came he fought
bravely for the Stars and Stripes. Attesting to his
patriotism is the eagle-topped medal he won for
loyal service to his country. Over his heart he wears
it proudly still.
The dinner will be on long tables ·under tents
pitched in the yard. Featured dishes will be buffalo·
meat and a huge birthday cake: The party will begin
with a religious service conducted by Bishop W.
Angie Smith, who serves the Indian Mission of TheMethodist Church. Although some of his less pious
friends chide him about it, Tsa-Toke insists on th~
senice.
291
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In informal attire at home in the western hills of Oklahoma
are Hunting Horse, right, and his son. the Rev. Albert Horse,
pastor of the Mount Scott Methodist Church

On his 99th birthday, Hunting Horse, who speaks
but a few words of English, said through his interpreter that he could not accept gifts for himself
without giving something for the suffering world
at war. He laid a five-dollar bill on the table and
announced, "This is for our Methodist Crusade for
Christ. Won't all of you contribute something?"
The resulting collection totaled $65.
·
Despite his age and a downpour that made the
roads hazardous, Hunting Horse rode 200 miles in
a truck to the annual meeting of Mission at Springfield Church, near Okemah, last .falL To protect
their father from exposure, Mr. Horse's two sons,
Albert and Cecil, both of ·whom are Methodist ministers serving Indian churches, moved the,old man
from their tent into a room in a house owned by
Methodist Creek Indians on the meeting grounds.
It was t~1ere that I talked to him, with the Rev. Cecil
as interpreter.
Seated on an unmade bed, Tsa-Toke was dressed
in a light gray seersucker suit. He fingered his braided hair as his face lit up with a slow magnetic smile.
As he rose politely, the patchwork quilt around his
shoulders slid to the bare floor. He shook hands
warmly and pushed up his sleeve to display the blue
star tattooed on his wrist, marking him as one of
Custer's men. After thus identifying himself he announced in English, "Feet cold!" He sat dowh and
wriggled his bare toes in his moccasins, for he has
never worn shoes.
Then he lapsed back into Kiowa, lifted his head,
and opened his mouth for inspection while Cecil
translated, "My father says he is beginning to worry
about his teeth." A fevv were·missing. Otherwise his
health is good and he loves to eat. A perfect meal
is raw liver, flavored with gall, and ice cream.
After attributing his longevity to "God's will" he
launched into the story of his life, which has spanned
an era from the bow and arrow to the atomic bomb.
Born in Kansas the year of the Medicine Lodge
30

Treaty ( 1846) , Hunting Horse is the son of the
Kiowa chief, Woman's Heart, and his Mexican wife,
who was stolen as a child by the raiding Kiowas.
Since Kiowas kept no records the exact day of his
birth is not known, but January 15th has been
chosen for observance.
At 15 he went to Oklahoma and with the nomadic
Kiowas roved the plains long before the white man·
came. He admitted participatio.n in scalping raids
but was reluctant as to details. Wheq asked how
many scalps he'd taken in his day, Hunti~g Horse
fingered his braids and answered evasively, "There
was battle between governme·nt men and Indians.
I sav.r a white sergeant about to scalp an Apache.
I ran to him and made sergeant stop."
On the invitation of the Kiowa chief, Kicking
Bird, who was later converted and became a Methodist preacher but who was then liaison between
his people and the U. S. soldiers, Hunting Horse
went to Fort Sill for food. That was in 1871. On
Kicking Bird's recommendation the 25-year-old
brave abandoned his career as a raider and became
a scout for Custer. He became intimately acquainted
with Generals Sheridan and Sherman-and remem.
bers the latter as "Red Whiskers."
According to historian Wilbur S. Nye, in Carbine and Lance, Hunting Ho:r:se's first raid was the
Lost Valley fight in which two U. S. Rangers were
killed. The Ki~J"wa warriors, of which Hunting
Horse was the youngest, were led by Lone Wolf,
who was out to avenge the death of his son who
had been killed on a previous raid. Their bodies
were painted to match their shields. Hunting Horse
was resplendent in clay white with scarlet stripes.
Hu·nting Horse described the battle thus: "When
we made our first charge the white hien stopped
and began firing at us. We rode south through the
valley. I was on an old grey plug which lagged behind and I thought they would catch me. We got
to the shelter of the ridge and fired. The leader of
the whites motioned his men to fall back. One of
them . was slow and Tsen-au-sain shot him down.
Nobody was able to touch the fallen enemy to
make coup. We had to make coup or the revenge
would not be complete. I ran fonvard and crouched
behind a tree but the bullets threw bark in my face."
The fight raged on and the wounded Ranger lay
on the field crying to his friends, "Don't let them
get me! Oh, don't let them get mel" Finally, .under
cover of heavy fire, three men rescued him but he
died that night in the Rangers' camp. The Indians
pretended to leave, but actually stationed themselves
near a water hole, and when the Rangers appeared
one of them was caught and killed with a lance. ,
"When I got to the place where they had killed
him, Lone Wolf and the others were there," Hunt- ·
ing Horse said. "Lone Wolf chopped the man's
head with ahatchet and cut open his body with a
knife. Everyone who wanted to shot arrows into the
WORLD
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body or poked it with their lances. Lone Wolf said,
'Thank you; Oh, thank you, for what has been done
today. My poor son has been paid back. His spirit
is satisfied.' "
Fifty-eight years ago the Methodist missionary,
Rev. J. J. Methvin, arrived among the wild Kiowas
to preach the Christian gospel. Hunting Horse and
his braves, worshipers of ten pagan gods, did not
approve. One night they rode boldly into Methvin's
brush arbor and announced that they came to seal p
the Methodist for preaching the white man's God to
the Indians. As they approached him, with their
knives poised, the missionary remarked that he
neither worshiped nor preached a white man's God
-he came to tell the Indians of their own God, who
sent His Son into the world to save the Indians. He
did, indeed, save white men too, but he was also
the Saviour of the Indians.
This confused the Indians. They ordered Methvin to preach, and they would judge· for themselves
whether his was an Indian's gospel. Methvin
preached for his scalp! What a sermon that must
have been!
When the invitation to accept Christ was given,
Hunting Horse stepped forward!
"I didn't know it then, but God came into my
heart that moment," Hunting Horse recalled. "I
told the others, 'Stop and liste·n, for he tells the
truth,' and they bowed their heads in shame." Thus
quieted by Tsa-Toke's command, Methvin's wouldbe assassins sat docilely in the congregation while
the missionary convinced them that God is not only
for white men but for Indians too. There, for the
first time, Hunting Horse heard the story of Jesus
which he has come to love so well.
When asked why he suddenly became the pro. tector of the men he came to kill, Hunting Horse
replied simply, "God put it in my heart." Recalling
Mr. Methvin he said, "I can see him now, kneeling
down to pray with his hands open to the sky. Christ
came into my life then and I threw away idols.''
- But the ties of the old ways were strong and the
new convert frequently "backslid." "For one thing
I ate peyote," he confessed, referring to a narcotic
· drug made from cactus which curses many Indians.
His complete acceptance of Christ came after what
he terms "my miracle." One day, while walking in
the wind, Tsa-Toke became blind suddenly. The
witch doctors day and night practiced their magic
and called upon the pagan gods to cast the devil
from his eyes. This was shameful to him, and he
asked his grandson, Spotted Horse, to take him to
the top of a mountain and leave him there alone.
There on the mountain, the blind Indian prayed
to the Christian God whom he had accepted but imperfectly understood. "I could hea:r so:p1ething in
the air like birds," the old man recalled. "Then a
storm came up a·n d it seems I was out of consciousness. Thunder and lightning knocked me to the
earth, and I heard a voice saying, 'I am God, I will
JANUARY
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At his home near Meers, Oklahoma, Hunting Horse welcomes Brigadier General Raymond E. Lee, of Fort Sill, his
friend and frequent visitor. The 100-year-old Kiowa wears
the uniform of a Custer Scout and the eagle-topped medal
awarded him for his service unaer General Custer. He has
never worn shoes and speaks only the tongue of his "wild
tribe"

heal you.' When I opened my eyes I could see
again!" The old saint's face was radiant.
"After that I gave up everything that interfered
with Christ," he said. "I follow only His way."
Much of his time is spent in worship. "I pray
when all is still," he said. "About daylight I talk
with God. Sometimes I go out in the timber and
kneel down to pray and talk out loud.''
At the century mark he busies himself by riding
horseback, chopping wood, or visiting with the many
friends who call. His best friend is Jimmie Quetone,
another faithful Methodist, only a few years younger
th<:tn Hunting Horse himself.
Impressed with his age and the noble life he has
led since his conversion, the Indians seek Tsa-Toke's
counsel on personal affairs. The theme of all his
advice is, "It's good to keep to the right and do only
Christian acts.'' The Indians refer to him affectionately as "Old Man Horse," but this does not imply
disrespect because they venerate old age. His is the
highest court of appeal for his descendants, which
now number nearly one hundred. His family writes
letters for him and translates the Bible and news. An
old military man himself, he closely followed the recent war, in which ten of his grandsons served, and
patriotically bought war bonds out of his $72 monthly government allowance. This is his only income.
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Wherever English Is Spoken
By Florence Hooper
NE winter day, I drove across Salisbury Plain,
in England, to the great, grassy mounds from
which archeologists ha,·e carefully excavated
the ruins of Old Sarum, ancient predecessor of the
modern city of Salisbury. A peculiar excitement
possessed me as I scanned the gray stone relics of a
cathedral town which was alive and important as
late as the twelfth century, a town which has left indelible mark on all succeeding generations of
English folk.
In the days just following the conquest of Britain
by William the First, Sanim's odd little palaces
housed great nobles and powerful clerics. Tlie
quaint, narrow streets and· 'the bleak dwellings of
commoners were thronged with human beings, intent upon their big and little busy-nesses. Prominent
among them all was Count Osmund, scholarly Norman and able soldier, whom the Conqueror had appointed Bishop of Sarum when things· had settled
down a bit after the Battle of Hiistings.
The storm of war-the new bishop found-had
left ·in serious confusiqri the rituals and forms of
service used in his diocese. Sarum had long been the
seat of a culture rich in religious tradition. Its earlier
English leaders had crystallized a priceless liturgical
heritage in Latin handbooks: a Breviary, comprising "orders" prescribed for d~ily services; a Missal.
containing the Mass or Holy Communion; a Manual, with the Baptismal and other "offices." These
handbooks Osmu·nd made the groundwork of orders
.of service ·which he required to be · used in his
churches. He skillfully revised the books and combined them, still in ·Latin, into the "Sarum Use,"
so excellent that it finally supplanted other "uses"
and was accepted as standard for public worship all
over the nation. It is pertinent to the present discussion as the direct ancestor of that incomparable
religious classic, "The Book of Common Prayer,"
first published in English in 1549.
Even in Osmund's day and before, English Christians had be~n _groping toward intelligent worship
in their own vernacular, rather than in the prescribed Latin. Though few could read, they seem to
have learned by heart translations into current
speech of the Lord's Prayer, the Apostles' Creed,
and a few devotional sentences. The old monks
helped them to this by making "hornbooks," crude
pieces of board overlaid with sheets of horn, on
which were engraved the prayers and sentences.
Hornbooks hung in the homes of the people and
strongly influenced the sturdily independent Britons.
By 1410 little "primers" in English were available for private devotions. Thirty editions of these

O
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small forerunners of the Prayer Book were published between 1520 a·n d 1547. (It is intriguing.
·though probably incorrect historically, to speculate
about these primers as prototypes of The Upper
Room in Methodism and Forward in the Protestant
Episcopal Church today.) Vernacular hymns, carols,
processional responses became increasingly popular.
In 1531 Wynken de Worde printed the first hymnbook in English. In 1540 the Great Bible appeared,
a translation whose version is still extant in the
Psalter of the Book of Common Prayer. In 1542
the first Book of Homilies, "appointed to be read in
churches,_" was launched, with royal 'authorization ..
In 1544 came the beautiful "Litany" (afterward incorporated in the Prayer Book) , revised by Cranmer, edited and translated and transformed from
the long succession of litanies consecrated by religious custom, but corrupted in many cases by
glosses and superstitions.
The time had at last arrived for the Book of
Common Prayer itself. England was in ferment, in
a wide new world _of exploration, of· intellectual
quickening, of religious questioning. Henry the
Eighth had broken with the Church of Rome. The
Church of England was emerging, government con- ·
trolled, to be sure, but nonetheless the product of a
mighty spiritual rebirth. Only in their "own tongue
. wherein they were born" would Englishmen of such
a period worship God.
Thomas Cranmer, Archbishop of Canterbury,
himself a child of the Renaissance, like Osmund, a
distinguished liturgical scholar, was commissioned
by the King to produce a new, service book, all in
English. Basing his work on the Sarum Use, Cranmer also laid under tribute rituals which the Hebrews had held sacred centuries before Christ;
Sacramentaries of Roman bishops like Leo in the
fifth century, Gelasius and Gregory in the sixth and
seventh; and the Bible-itself, Old and New Testaments and Psalter. He cut away deforming accretions, rewrote some things; created superb new
prayers and combinations.
The book became the living expression of an age
of religious dawning, bearing evidence both of the
medievalism of years past and of the sv;eeping tide
of modernity.just at hand. With the single exception
of the Bible, it is probably the most potent ever
issued in our language. For four hundred year~.
virtually unchanged, it has held sway throughout
the Anglican world, to the upbuilding of true reli- ·
gion. It has bee·n hallowed and made almost into a
fetish. Controversies have raged about it; political
regimes have stood or fallen by their attitude toward
WORLD
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it. Its phrases are heard wherever English is spoken;
its ideas have permeated all later literature.
"The English of the Prayer Book," Lord Macaulay
once wrote, "is English in all the vigor and suppleness of youth." It is, in fact, the pregnant language
which Chaucer started to fashion into rhythm, symmetry, and force; which Caxton, with his printing
press, kept from being local or ephemeral; on which
Cranmer, in translations from Latin, Greek, and
Hebrew and in magnificent originals, conferred
grace and majestic cadence. The Cambridge Hisl01)'
of English Literature asserts: "Elizabethan English,
alone among the earlier stages of our language, still
plays a part in modern intellectual life. Thanks to
the English Bible, the Prayer Book, and Shakespeare,
it has never become really obsolete."
A primary purpose of the issuance of the Prayer
Book was to attain uniformity in church services
throughout the realm. This purpose th<:; Archbishop's work went far toward accomplishing,
though the happily obstinate individualism of the
Britisher prevented, in this instance as in countless
others, any one hundred per cent dead level of conformity, even in Cranmer's time. During two long
historic periods-under the reactionary Mary Tudor
and again under the Puritan Commonwealth-the
book was banned, its use forbidde·n under heavy
penalty. But Englishmen, obstinate in reverse, paid
only outward attention to the bans, and went on
worshiping according to its gracious liturgy.
The volume is dear to English-speaking Christians everywhere, Anglican or not, because of the
intensely personal religion distilled in it. Priestcraft
is done away. Morning and Evening Prayer, the
Holy Communion (no longer a Mass) ; the Penitential Office; even the Baptismal ritual, are exercises
in which not only minister but people, as well,
participate. Someone has said that the Prayer Book
brings the worshipers "right into the chancel."
"Spectator religion," unintelligent pageantry are
abolished. Pastqr and congregation pray the Lord's
Prayer together; the minister reads the Ten Commandments and the worshipers respond with impressive iteration of the searching antiphon: "Lord,
have mercy upon us and incline our hearts to keep
Thy law."
It is fascinating to trace origins of the prayers and
collects. The Vehite, old when Jesus lived in Galilee, had been chanted for centuries at the opening
of Jewish worship. Hear the ancient lovely phrases:
0 come, let us sing unto the Lord;
Let us heartily rejoice in the strength of our
salvation.
Let us come . before f!is presence with thanksgiving
And show ourselves glad in Him with psalms.
0 come, let us worship and bow down,
And kneel before the Lord our Maker,
1

C. L. Smith, in Social England, edited by Traill.
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For He is the Lord our God,
And we are His people, and the sheep of His hand.

The collect for peace was written by Gelasius,
Bishop of Rome, in the fifth century, when barbarian hordes were threatening the Imperial City:
0 God, who art the author of peace and lover of concord,
in knowledge of whom standeth our eternal life, whose service is perfect freedom; Defend us, Thy humble. servants, in '
all assaults of our enemies, tJtat we, surely trusting in Thy
defence, may not fear the power of any adversaries, through
the might of Jesus Christ, our Lord.

Gelasius also wrote the collect (included in the
Prayer Book for the Fourth Sunday after Easter) :
0 Almighty God, who alone canst order ilie unruly wills
and affections of sinful men; Grant unto Thy people that they
may love the iliing which Thou commandest, and desire
that which Thou dost promise; that so, among the sundry
and manifold changes of ilie world, our hearts may surely
there be fixed where true joys are to be found; through Jesus
Christ, Our Lord.

Once ,Bishop Gregory saw 111 the Roman Forum
golden-haired pagan war-captives, bound and
chained. He wrote a prayer in consequence:
0 God whose property is ever to have mercy and to forgive, Receive our humble petitions; and iliough we be bound
and tied with the chains of our sins, yet let the pitifulness of
Thy great mercy loose' us, for the honor of Jesus Christ, our
i\Iediator and Advocate.

Significant, isn't it, that descendants of those Angle
prisoners of war are Christian fourteen hundred
years after, and habitually pray ·Gregory's prayer?
For the Second Sqnday in Advent, Cranmer
wrote:
Blessed Lord, who hast caused all holy Scriptures to be
written for our learning; Grant that we may in such wise hear
them, read, mark, and inwardly digest them, iliat by patience
and comfort of Thy holy "\1\'ord, we may embrace and ever
hold fast, the blessed hope of everlasting life, which Thou
hast given us in our Saviour Jesus Christ.

John ·wesley's followers naturally modeled their
ritual on the Book of Common Prayer. Later Methodist versions have div<::rged widely from this original and one may be permitted to suggest that few
of th~ changes are improvements on the stately
charm of Cranmer's work. The fact remains, however, that we do still worship substantially as our
Anglican ancestors did.
'
Potent religious value lies in the employment of
the Prayer Book in private devotions. Still young,
still vital, it may thus be made to serve our day as it
did that of Elizabeth. Knowledge of it thrillingly
enriches the profoundest ' meanings of our faith;
deepens an all-too-casual sense of sin; points imperatively toward Jesus as Saviour and transforming
Lord. Dignity and consciousness of individual responsibility come from it. In time of stress and
change and terror, it calms and mightily reassures.
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A Bo'-se for a
CommunitY
By Martha Bennett Stewart *

Camden Community House, bought and paid for by the
women of Camden for use of the Camden community

C

AMDEN, Arkansas, has recently been designated as the Nation's Number One defense
area and a Naval Ordnance Plant for the
manufacturing of rockets started production this
March.
The fact that Camden has long been a city which
believed in co-operation and has several projects
which prove this fact makes us very thankful now
that ·we are facing our newest opportunity:
One of these co-operative enterprises, the Camden Community House, is one of a very few places
in the United States sponsored' locally a·n d by an
interdenominational group.
Because it has ah:eady accomplished so much
good, and we feel that there is an even greater need
~nd more opportunities for service with the coming
of the defense plant, we would like to give you the
story in the hope that other cities will be inspired to
help in a similar manner.
The Woman's Civic Club of Camden has been
practicing community co-operation for several years
while other g;oups and cities have been talking
about it. In every forward step in the communitythese women are in it-such as helping to establish
a library, securing a County Child Welfare Worker,
and the building of the Community House. Any
community can do what we have dorie.
The only things necessary are generous co-operation, intelligent planning, and hard work.
The best thing about the entire Camden plan has
been the way all denominations have worked together so beautifully since the beginning of the project. Presbyterian, Christian, Baptist, Methodist,
Episcopalian, Catholic, Jewish, and Assembly of
God churches have all had a share in the work, both
as individuals and as churches, in helping to finance
the work and in serving as volunteer helpers with
the various groups. In addition such organizations
as the Rotary, Lions, and Business and Professional
'\'\Toman's Clubs have helped make the House and
" Miss Stewart is a deaconess under tlic Woman 's Division of
Christian Service. Her story is a story of what any town can do if
it faces the same problems and has the will.
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work possible. Individuals and churches contribute
dues and pledges annually for ·the support of the
work.
.
The idea has spread to the Negro leaders of
Camden who are striving to do something similar
for their people; for they realize, as do our other
leaders, that all races must work together if a city
is to be a better city.
Character building and improvements in conditions is a slow process and cannot take place overnight, but the results are well worth the efforts put
forth by any group or city.
The following is a history of the C~mden Community House as told by one of the founders.
Camden, Arkansas (before the building of the
Naval Ordnance Plaht), was a city of some nine
thousand people, and including Cullendale, three
miles away where a large paper mill is located, about
fourteen thousand population.
South Camden is the home of good, honest people, most of whom now work in some of Camden's
industries. But for several years many of these people were unemployed and life was very hard for
them.
U po11 visiting the homes, after studying .mission
courses in the various churches, some of the women
realized that there was work needed in their own
city as well as Africa and China!
These women felt there was a great need for a
place where men and women, children and young
·people, could come together at least once a week,
listen to good p~ograms and talks, sew, cook, orplay
games, and forget for a little while the cares of life.
They were espec~ally concerned that t,h e children
and young people have a place where they could
''drop in" at any time, play games, and read good
magazines and books. The Civic Club had a "Teen
Town" long before we heard of such pla~es, only
it was for all ages!
. A call was sent out for one hundred women of
the city of every denomination to come together for
a covered-dish luncheon. A few interested men were ·
invited, and the aid of various civic clubs of the
city was enlisted.
The purpose of the meeting was to organize the
'\'\Toman's Civic Club of Camden and sponsor the
activities. The women were divided into groups of ·
ten with this commission: "Go, earn twenty-five
hundred dollars for the Community House." :it
took longer than the year to raise the money. Some
said it could never be done. But, today,, .the CamWORLD
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den Community House, finished in 1941, stands as
a living monument to a group of women who would
not give up their dream.
First, a Sn;J.all house was rented to start a few activities for women and children, such as games,
sewing, quilting, a·n d lessons on health and home
management.
The Lion's Club paid the rent on the first building for several years. Later a desirable lot was purchased by the Rotary Club and given to the Woman's Civic Club for the building. Plans were drawn
and W.P.A. labor was used but the Civic Club paid
for all material, which was always the very best. Although they started with thirty-five cents in cash ,
they never went in debt!
The well-equipped house was completed in 1941
and contains three large rooms, a kitchen and two
. showers downstairs, and an apartment upstairs for
the resident worker. One of the clubrooms is used
for a library which contains some five hundred and
seventy volumes and many good magazines; one
room is used for the Boy Scout room and has a
ping-pong table in it. There is a good piano, Vic. trola, and several good pieces of furniture donated
by individuals.
The Civic Club has bought two rugs for the
apartment, a refrigerator and an attic fan, a suite of
bedroom furniture, in addition to paying local expenses for the work and half the salary of a fulltime worker and a second worker for two months
this past summer.
We have a large playground, recently fenced by
the Lion's Club and graded by the county. Our
walks were built by the city. When the House was
completed the property was deeded to the city o£
Ca111-den and the city pays all utility bills. As a sort
of "reward" for their interest and help the Civic
Club entertains the City Council each year with a
big dinner.
I...ast summer two large picnic tables and benches
and an outdoor oven were built by volunteers. We
have enjoyed using them so much and hope to make
our place a neighborhood park in the near future.

A Girl Scout troop at Camden helps to keep the yard
tidy. All ages help care for the House

We already have some swings and boxes of sand,
and flood lights ready to be installed.
Last spring a four-day institute for the volunteer
workers was conducted by Miss Margaret Young of
Scarritt College, Nashville, Tennessee, as leader,
studying and discussing such subjects as: (I) "The
Community, Its Resources and How to Use Them,"
For this meeting we had representatives from every
church and organization in town, including our
mayor. (2) .Board members and their responsibilities. (3) Volunteer Workers. (4) Interracial Cooperation, which was an interracial meeting out of
which much good came and plans were made for
Negro work. As to the future, perhaps our next
activity will be a day nursery to help out for the
defense plant, but we will try to meet all heeds as
they arise; for, from the beginning, the Club has
been seeking fields of social need and attempting
to meet them.
The Woman's Civic Club does not claim to have
all the answers, but as a result of the Community
House and "Teen Town" started last year in Camden, we have a minimum of delinquency and we
recommend the idea of a co-operative Community
House to any city which ·wants a better democracy
and a happier community.

.;.:

The Second Assembly of the Woman's Division of Christian Service will
be held from April 29 to May 2 in Columbus, Ohio. The Official Call
appears on page 3. Watch WORLD OUTLOOK for Assembly Bulletin
Order Blanks. If you cannot go to Columbus follow Columbus ·through
the Bulletin.
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The Moving Finger Writes
Events of a Religious and Moral Significance Drawn .
from the News of the World
Bishop Booth Holds
First Conference
fi The Rev. Julius" J.
Davis, Methodist missionary in Tunda, Belgian Congo, reports
from the recent ses·
sion of the Central
C o n g o Conference
held at Minga: "This.
was Bishop Booth's
Bishop Newell
first conference; and
. S.Booth
while he looks young ·
and is young, the Conference was conducted with so much dignity that one
could not tell but that it might have
been his tenth or more . .He brought
· most impressive messages each day and
in . language that could easily be translated to the African mind. One of our
nationals, who has been in school in
Rhodesia, was his official interpreter,
and he did it well." Bishop Booth is
fluent in French and in the native language of Southern Congo, but had to
be translated for the language used in
Central Corigo.
Hellgxous .News

~errtce

Methodist Church on Okinawa
The Methodist Church at Naha, on the now famous island of Okinawa,
is still standing, though considerably battered by the ravages of the war.
The church was built several years ago by Rev. Earl R. Bull, missionary,
with funds supplied by the Rapier Methodist Church, Dayton, Ohio. Mr.
Bull is now pastor at Waverly, Ohio.
The city of Naha is almost totally destroyed. The Methodist Church is
-one of the few buildings left standing. It was struck by one shell and
riddled by rifle fire. The organ is missing. But its cross is still "towering
o'er the wrecks of time" and the building can still ~e used.
,
Lieutenant Henry C. Duncan, of the First Marine Division, thus wrote
to vVORLD OUTLOOK about religious conditions on Okinawa:
"I wish you would send me some Japanese Bibles and songbooks. The
civilians here can be converted by hundreds if we can ge~ the workers and
materials. One chaplain is conducting services for six civilian camps and
villages besides carrying on his regular duties. As ~oon as possible I will
start giving him a hand. In Naha, the capital, there were two Baptist
churches and one Methodist church.
"The people here have lost everything. They are diseased, dirty, and
'bewildered. They are seeking something to which to tie. If ever there was a
time ripe for the harvest, this is it. I am convinced that civilian missionaries
should follow our armed forces wherever they go. Perhaps it seems sacri. legions to kill a man and then convert his wife and children, but it is
better than completely ignoring them. If we ignore these people now, we
will retard our missionary movement here more than a century."
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Father of Missionary
Dies
fi Rev. C. F. Mitchell, the

father of
Rev. Paul D. Mitchell, missionary in
Cuba, passed away at Oklahoma City
in September. Burial was at '.Yeatherford, Oklahoma.
Mr. Mitchell was a Methodist minister for fifty years in Oklahoma, having been admitted on trial into the
Indian Mission Conference in 1895 .. He
served twenty-five years as , pastor, thirteen years as presiding elder, and for
over a year was superintendent of the
Methvin Institute at Anadarko, a mission school for the Indians. Since his
retirement in 1933 he lived.in '"leatherford.
He was the author of Gather UjJ the
Fmgments and Other Sermons, The
Sto1y of My Life, and The Father's
House. He was a delegate to the General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, in 1914, and a
commissioner from West Oklahoma in
the establishment of Southern Methodist
University, Dallas, Texas.
The son and grandson of ministers, .
he gave two sons to the Methodist ministry. A daughter, Miss Mary Mitchell,
was for several years a teacher in Lydia
Patterson Institute, El Paso, Texas.
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Dr. Walton Takes
Tennessee Post
([Dr. A. J. Walton is
now superintendent of
the Clarksville District
of the Tennessee Conference and director
of Town and Country
Work of the Nashville
Area. For several years
Dr. \Valton was superDr.A.J,
intendent of the DeWalton
partment ' of Town
and Country \Vork of the Board of
Missions and Church Extension, with
headquarters in New York.
Among the Department's achievements under Dr. Walton's direction
have been the supcn•ision of sixty-one

Crusade for Chri~t projects; cxpei·iments
with radio techniques usable in town
and country communities; coaching conferences, pastors' schools and institutes
for rural ministers; schools for Indian
pastors; aid for ncation schools in mission areas; co-operation in establishing
group ministry units; in organizing conference Commissions of Town and
Country Work; and rural rehabilitation
and extension programs at five Methodist colleges.
Before accepting his position with the
Board of . Missions and Church Extension. Dr. Walton served pastorates in
Elkins, Rivesville, Logan, and Huntington, West Virginia. He taught in the
public schools of Elkins, where he also
served as general secretary of the
Y.M.C.A. He was district superintend-

cnt, executive secretary of the Conference Board of Education, dean of Morris Harvey College, and was also director
of Extension and Promotion of the General Board of Education of the former
l\Jethodist Episcopal Church, South.

Methodists on Luzon Praised
by Chaplain
([Chaplain Anthony C. Rudloff, of the
Southern Baptist Church, Festus, Missouri, who is now in service in the
Philippine Islands, has recently been
visiting Methodist churches on Luzon
Island. Writing to the Board of Mis·
sions and Church Extension, he says:
It was my pleasure to meet the Rev.
F. V. Cabotaje last Saturday, to visit with
him, and to speak in one of your churches
here on Luzon. I am agreeably surprised
to find so many Methodists on this island.
They are fine folk, too. The young people
are bright and promising. They have a
fine concept of Christianity. They would
put many of us in the homeland to shame.
Mr. Cabotaje seems to be a brave man
and full of the Holy Spirit. . . . The
doors here are wide open for evangelism.
The young people are educated in English
and American culture, and want Protes·
tantism. I wish I were fifteen years younger;
I would love to remain in the Islands and
work for my Master. May God bless you
in meeting the challenge in this new land."

GIVE US FACTS
That's what men-and womenneed. Facts. That's what they get in
the brother-and-sister magazines of
l\Jethodism.
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Dr. Frank Cartwright, associate secretary of the Foreign Division of the
Board of Missions and Church ~xtension, lands at Karachi, India, as
representative of the Foreign Missions Conference of North America. He
was welcomed by Sgt. Norman V. Smith, of Maplewood, New Jersey, photographer of the Air Transport Command.
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Oxnam-Liebman
Scholarships
fi Boston

University
School of Theolog-y
(Methodist) recently
received a gift of $5,000 to establish a
permanent fund for
scholarships "for the
study and development of better racial
Bishop G. Brom- understanding." The
ley Oxnam
gift was made by J oseph F·. Ford, Boston manufacturer. The
scholarships are to be named the "Oxnam-Liebman Scholarships," in honor
of Bishop G. Bromley Oxnam and Rabbi Joshua Lot1t Liebman of Temple
Israel, Boston. Both the Bishop and the
Rabbi had worked together for a number of years on inter-faith bodies in
Boston.

Methodist Boy
in Korea
fi Ensign David Drapeau of Ventura,
California, has written to his grandmother, Mrs. Julia Reese, about his visit
to the Methodist church at Chemulpo,
Korea. Ensign Drapeau and his family
are members of the First Methodist
Church at Ventu~a. He writes:
This was the Methodist church. ·we
walked through a narrow area-way between two houses and came out into a
court where there was a large school or
Sunday school building of red brick, and
above it was the church itself.
This church is of brick, and it was a
bit of home to hear the organ playing and
a bunch of kids singing a hymn, albeit in
Korean. A well-dressed young fellow came
up and spoke a few words to us in English,
as we looked rather bewildered, I suppose,
and ended up by taking us to his dad,
who is the pastor.
These people ani very small. Their furniture almost broke beneath us, and their
ceilings are too low. But the size of this
man was no indication of himself. Mr.
Yeungsue T. Kim, pastor of the Methodist
church of Chemulpo, Korea, is a wiry old
' gentleman who studied four years ,in the
States, and was at Des Moines at the
nation-wide meeting in 1924-, I think. After
coming back to Korea, he had the church
at Seoul, the capital, for eighteen years,
and has been here two years.
He said that for twenty years he hac!
not been allowed to speak English-that
he was afraid it might jeopardize his work.
He said, clearly, that he· had almost forgotten it. He said that the Japs had
taken the picture of Christ away to the
police station, and that he had never seen
it afterward. He said that Kagawa is a
nice fellow. Mr. Kim said that the Koreans
welcomed us with a fervency that couldn't
be adequately expressed (and, indeed, every
day here .is Independence Day, with parades and flags) .
This church would shout glory hallelujah
to get a letter from our church there. Just
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to know they had friends. This is no
fairyland. These are people, and what a
thing it was to see a good old Methodist
church with someone pumping the organ.

Getman Churches
Demolished
'

'

fi Statistics

reaching the United States
from Germany on the destroyed and
damaged properties of the German
Evangelical Church (Lutheran) during
the war and only up to January I, 1945
(later figures as yet unavailable), make
astounding reading. Totally destroyed
are reported 428 churches and chapels,
404 parsonages, 559 parish houses and
other buildings~ and 192 hospitals; old
people's homes, etc. "Heavily damaged"
are an additional 771 churches, 514
parsonages, 600 other buildings, and-143
hospitals and homes. The total of buildings listed as less heavily damaged is
5,313.

+
New Converts Teach in
Day. Schools
([ l'viiss Dayamitti Dayal, native assistant in the Methodist Mission in India,
reports the employment of new converts

+
Fighter Pilot, Son of
Missionaries, Declared Dead

India needs teachers

fi The War. Department has notified
the Rev. and Mrs. James R. Boyles, of
Denver, missionaries of The Methodist·
Church, on furlough from Burma, that
their son, Captain Frank R. Boyles, of
the U.S. Army Air Forces, missing in
action since April 8, 1944, is. now presumed killed in action. Captain Boyles
was last seen in his Mustang Fighter en
route for arunswick., Germany, and
he is believed "lost as a result of enemy
aircraft."
Captain Boyles was born in Syriam,
Burma, in 1920. He was a premedic
student at Colorado University when he
enlisted in the Air Corps in 1941. As a
member of the American Eagle Squadron, based in England, he was the recipient of the Air Medal with Oak Leaf
Clusters and the Distinguished Flying
Cross.

as teachers in four day schools operating in one district. They not only teach
the children, but hold night school,
night meetings, and see that people go
to Sunday services and do not go back
to idol worship or to their old festivals,
rites, or ceremonies.
•}

76 Chaplains
Killed
fi Seventy-six U.S. Aimy chaplains were
killed in action during World War II,
according to a recent report from the
Army. In addition to these, 216 chaplains were wounded in action; 293 received the Purple Heart for injuries
resulting from enemy action; 719 were
awarded the Bronze Star; and 126 were
awarded the Silver Star.

A Regular
Assured Check
An annuitant ·says, "My annuity
seems to be the only income I can
depend on." Through an annuity
you can provide a regular non-diminishing income as long as you live.
Many Men and Women,
Have Found the Answer

A GUARANTEED IN·COME
THROUGH OUR ANNUITY PLAN
r----------------1

For both personai and altruistic
reasons you should investigate our
Annuity Plan for a Guaranteed Income, devised over 70 years ago.
These thousands of annuitants have
helped preach the gospel to a multitude of people at home and
abroad. At the same time they
have enjoyed the security of a regular income.
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American School
Open in Bulgaria
CI The .-\ m c r i c a n
School for Girls conducted by The Methodist C h u r c h i n
Lovetd1, Bulgaria, is
again in operation
after being closed by
the Axis powers in
1912. It is believed to
Miss Mellony F. be the only missionTurner
ary institution in Bulgaria now in service.
Word concerning the sd10ol has been
received from Miss Mellony F. Turner,
of Big Flats, New York, and Miss Esther Carhart, of Pontiac, Michigan, missionaries in charge.
The institution was confiscated bv the
Nazi-controlled Bulgarian govern~ent
in 1942; but these women continued to
-tead1 under government supervision for
a year. Conditions became so bad, however, that they retired from the school
and from the city; and it was not until
November, 1944, that it was reopened
under missionary auspices.
The registration is now more than
200 girls, and there are fourteen highschool teachers serving. As yet missionaries have not been permitted to leave
Bulgaria, and no new ones can enter
the country.

Mrs. Huger Served
Twenty-five Years
([ Mrs. W. E. Huger, of New Orleans,
has completed her twenty-fifth year as
treasurer of the Woman's Society of
Christian Service of the Rayne Memo·
rial Methodist Church. This society.

Dr. Halsey \Verlein, and l\Iiss Mary
Werlein. Rayne Memorial Church rendered signal honor to Mrs. Huger for
her long and efficient service.

Wedding of Missionary's
Daughter
([ Rev. and Mrs. C. E. Hubbard, of
Nashville and Sao Paulo, Brazil, recently announced the engagement of their
daughter, Patience Stroud Hubbard, to
William Carroll Tinsley, of Wilmington, North Carolina, and Macon, Georgia. Miss Hubbard, a graduate of the
Genasio Americana School in Brazil, is
continuing her studies at Scarritt College, where her parents also studied
during their furlough. The wedding was
on December ··28, prior to the return of
Mr. and Mrs. Hubbard to Brazil.

Japan Voids
Religious Law

"i

([The Japanese cabinet has repealed
the religious organizations law established as a wartime control. The step
was taken on order by General MacArthur.
The religious law was a part of the
"thought control" system set up during
the war. It grouped all religious orders
into five main groups, with the various
Christian sects all in one category, to
permit closer government control.
There was no indication of the effect
on Shinto, the state religion.
It is not yet known ,whether the
various Christian bodies, which were
forced to merge into one church, would
be permitted, or would desire, to resume their former denominational status.

'!
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Methodist Missions in Figures
The numbers of missionaries listed here are those assigned to the various
fields as of September l, 1945, by the Division of Foreign Missions-missionaries provided for from World Service funds. Missionaries of the
Woman's Division of Christian Service (provided by other funds) are not
here enumerated.
·
Missionaries to Japan, Korea, Malaya, Burma, and the Philippines are for
the most part out of these countries because of the war. They are in other
service, ready to return when permitted.
Other figures are approximate. Those for countries recently at war are
mainly figures of pre-war conditions, more recent statistics beihg unavailable.
Missionaries
Europe
14
Africa
133
China ... . ... . ...... 134
28
Japan
Korea ... .......... . 18
Malaya ... .... ...... 24
Burma
12
Philippines ..... ... . 12
India
138
Latin America ... ... 132
0
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Church
No. of Churches Members
1,800
101,500
65,000
2,000
92,000
755
48,000
504
28,500
612
20,000
200
3,000
25
98,000
344
320,000
700
60,000
485

Medical and
Social Service
Schools Institutions
40
70
24
47
45
575
10
20
16
Ia
150
25
12
200
35
42
23

The Annuity Plan of theW oman's Division of Christian
Service enables you to make provision for the best possible
income for the rest of your life.
It makes possible·-a Continuing Gift from you .for the program, at home and abroad, of the Woman's Division.
Fill out and send this blank today to
Miss Henrietta Gibson. Treasurer
·woman's Division of Christian Service
150 Fifth Avenue
New York 11, New York
Mrs. W. E. Huger

organized in 1877 under the name of
the Woman's Missionary Society, was
the first one of its kind in the South.
Mrs. Huger comes from a family of
outstanding church workers, represented
by such leaders as Dr. J. G . Parham,
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Woman's Society
Students Honored
fi T h r e e students
identified with the pro·
gram of the 'Voman·s
Society o f Christian
Service have achieved
special recognition in
r e c e n t months. At
Hendrix Hall, of the
University of Missouri,
Miss Luisa
where Miss Sue Jones
Manzanares
C o t t o n is director,
Miss Phyllis Ottolini was the highest
ranking member of the freshman class.
She was the guest of honor at an honor
society dinner and was awarded a twen·
ty-five dollar war bond.
Miss Dorothy Stevenson, another resident, won the Mahan P!ize for her poem
entered in the poetry contest. Each of
the three years that Miss Stevenson has
been at Hendrix Hali:.she has won the
annual literary award of .$100. She plans
to engage in writing as a career.
At the University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, N. M., Miss Luisa Manzan·
ares won tl1e Phil S. Bennett award as
.. the most worthy freshman." She is a
graduate of Hanvood Girls' School.

tal church member~hip o£ 64,852 per·
sons. Even older than the South African
missions are those of the denomination
in Sierra Leone, Liberia, the Gold Coast,
and Nigeria.

Negro Priest for
White Congregation

fi Calvary Episcopal Church, Philadel·
phia, a white congregation, is merging
with St. Michael and All Angels' Episcopal Church, a Negro congregation,
and the Rev. Thomas W. S. Logan,
rector of the Negro churd1, has been
called to the rectorship of the new biracial congregation. "This is the first
time that a Negro priest has been called
to serve as rector of a white congrega·
tion here," says an announcement of
the Episcopal Church.

Paine Rates
"Class A"
fi Paine College, Augusta, Georgia, has
recently been rated "Class A" by th·e
Southern Association of Colleges and

Chinese Missions
Carried on i,n War
fi The Church of Christ in China-an
independent Protestant body growing
out of former American and British
missions in that nation-has been carrying on its home missionary services to
.. the unreached interior of China" even
during the years of war with Japan.
Since 1939 it has organized two selfsupporting churches and four outstations in Kwei chow Province. Among tlle
tribes in the "wild western provinces,"
six stations with preaching points,
schools, ·health centers, and industrial
co-operatives, haYe ·been established. In
Yunnan Province, the Church, working
with mission groups, has organized ·six
outstations, has. plans for a middle
. school and hospital, and is working to
·· relieve "tragic conditions in the mines
where more than one~fifth of the world's
tin is produced."

A.M.E. Church
50 Years in South Africa
CI In 1946 the African Methodist Episco·
pal Church will celebrate the fiftieth
anniversary of the founding of its mis-sionary work in South Africa. Today,
under the leadership of Bishop J. R.
Coan, the denomination has in Cape
Colony, Transvaal, Orange Free State,
Natal, and Zambesi 490 congregations,
312 church buildings, 209 Sunday
schools, 14,000 Sunday school pupils,
306 local missionary societies, and a to·
40

Laboratory Period, Paine College

Secondary Schools, a goal set for the
quadrennium, according to President E.
C. Peters.
In its se\"en departments, Paine 'College provides a well-balanced curriculum
which will train its students for a variety
of vocations, for which there is expected
to be increased demand · in the post-war
world. They include the Departments of
Science, Home Economics, Philosophy
and Religion, Social Sciences, Mathe·
matics, .Education and Languages.

Head of China's Nurses
Visits America
fi Colonel Chow Mei-yu, commandant
of the Anily Nursing School of China,
and one of the republic's most pro·
gressive women educators, is now in the
United States visiting. 1military hospi!<lls
to study modern nursing care ,technique.
Miss Chow is a graduate of Peiping
Union Medical College's Nursing School, .
and has done graduate study at tlle
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
When war broke out in China she led
a group of nurses on foot from Tinghsien to Changsha, where they joined
the Chinese Red Cross.

Brooklyn:
Ex-city of Churches
fi Brooklyn, once known as the city of
churches, is now regarded by evangelical
churches as one of the principal "home
mission areas" of eastern United States.
l'vlost of the "old pulpits," that drew
some of the most famous Protestant
preachers, have closed their doors, been
sold to non-evangelical groups, or be- ·
come charges against missionary budgets.
It is estimated that of the 2,760,000
population, 82 per cent is foreign-born,
children of .foreign-born and Negro;
while only 18 per cent is "native white."
The rest of the formerly predominantly·
"native white" population (and its descendants) seem to have moved into
more distant New York suburbs. However, of the 800,000 Protestants, less tltan
200,000 are reported as members of
churches. Approximately 35 per cent of
the population is Roman Catholic; 32
per cent Protestant; 31 per cent Je"'ish; and · 2 per cent Eastern Orthodox.

+

Ginling Graduates in
Important Posts
fi Two graduates of Ginling College in
China have recently been honored by
important appointments. Miss Dju Yubao, who has served as a social welfare
worker in factories in Wusih and in
th.e Labor Board Division of tlle Municipal Council of Shanghai, is en route
tO Montreal, Canada, where she . will
be connected with the ·International
Labor Office; meatrwhile she is Yisiting
industrial centers in the United States .
Dr. Lu Gwei-djen has been appointed a
member of the staff of the British Council, to sen'e as adviser for nutritional
sciences.

From Bishop to
General
fi General Jonatllan M. Wainwright, of
Bataan fame, is the great-grandson of
Jonathan Mayhew Wainwright, who was
rector of Grirce :Episccipal'Churdl, New
York City, from 1821 to 1834, and who
became provisional bishop of New York
in 1852. Bishop Wainwright was one of
the founders in 1829 of the University
of the City of New York which later ·,
became New York University, and a
member of the original council.

...
"All That
Remains"
fi "We have learned in airplanes to fly
through the air like birds, and in submarines to swim under the sea like
fish," says Prof. Halford E. Luccock., of'
.Yale Divinity School. "All that remains
is for us to learn to walk the earth
like men."
W 0 R L D 0 U T L 0 0 .K

All in a
Day's Work!
CI 1\Iiss Lila B. McDowell, welfare secretal'}' for more than twenty years at
Plaza Community Center, Los Angeles.
California, gives a graphic pen-picture
of a day's activity among the Latin
American people:
The duties include answers to in-

he looks o\'er his diocese and picks out
the twenty best men. But it is different
in the Protestant church. Frequently
a Protestant (minister) does not have
a church at the moment, or is willing
to go on a vacation for about three
years."
Protestants provide 68 per cent of all
the chaplains.
The commission represents thirty
Protestant faiths and is directed by
Bishop Edwin F. Lee, of The Methodist Church.

President Stuntz Appeals
for Christian Workers
Personal Counseling at Plaza Center

quiries concerning English classes, applications for the registry of aliens preparatory to becoming American citizens,
reference of a legal matter to a lawyer,
advice concerning the immigration status
of a young woman, requests for prayer,
and inquiries from prospective employers of domestic help. Miss McDowell
points out the need of middle-aged or
elderly women who depend on the center to find work for them.
Calls in hospitals and among needy
families are a part of the daily routine.
Miss McDowell recalls one home in
whid1 a young man, released after being arrested on a "suspicion-narcotic"
charge, said he had learned a "whale
of a lesson." Although he had not participated in the crime, he had been seen
in suspicious company and was now
warned concerning future associations
with a dealer in narcotics. As a lad he
· h_ad lost interest in Sunday school activities, and under the influence of older
boys had become involved in an automobile ride in a "borrowed car." He
now thanked Miss McDowell for her
interest and promised to take his wife
and children to church the following
Sunday as a first step in his attempt to
identify the family with a church.

Slur on Chaplains by
President's Aide
CI The General Commission on Anny
and Navy Chaplains has denounced
"highly offensive" remarks by President Truman's military aide on Protestant chaplains.
In a resolution sent to Mr. Truman
the commission asked "official repudiation" of remarks by Brigadier General
Harry Vaughan.
General Vaughan was quoted as saying: "I don't know why a minister can't
be a regular guy, but unfortunately
some of them are not. You have to
give the Roman church credit. When
the 'Var Department requests a bishop
to supply twenty priests for chaplains
JANUARY
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CI In appealing to
young people to consider the Christian
numstry, missionary
service, and other vocations within the
Church as their life
work, President Hugh
C. Stuntz, of Scarritt
Dr. Hugh C.
College, NashStuntz
ville, Tennessee, said
recently: "Ten million men and women,
our relatives, have cheerfully sacrificed
every normal ambition to serve in the
destructive phase of this gigantic construction job to build a new . world.
Many will return maimed, blind, or
deranged. Is it too much to ask that a
few thousand choice young men and
women shall undertake the most rewarding tasks imaginable in helping to build
the religion of Jesus Christ into the
structure of tomorrow? Is it too much
to ask that they shall prepare carefully
and fully for that service? Is it too much
to ask that the Church support such a
project witl1 all of its resources?"

72,492,669 People
Belong to Churches

MacArthur Protects
Christian Schools

I

([ General Douglas MacArthur has
mo\'ed to restore and protect the integrity of mission schools in Japan as
Christian institutions. The teaching of
Christianity must be restored where it
has been eliminated.
The government has been ordered to
survey all institutions founded or maintained by missions or by contributions
from Christians of foreign nations. It
must make a detailed report concerning
changes made in these institutions during the war and their present status.
All acts of destruction or damage must
be reported and responsibility for such
acts fixed. MacArthur ordered the government to restore Christian teachings
and services to St. Paul's University and
Middle School in Tokyo, to oust eleven
Japanese officials of the university, and
to end what he called "inexcusable and
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CI The largest membership ever attained
by the churches of all faiths and denominations in the United States is reported by the 1945 Yearbooh of American Churches, issued by the Federal
Council of the Churches of Christ in ing music is expensive! You can learn to play
ycur· favorite instrument for ONLY 7c A DAY.
America. The total, 72,492,669, includes ·And
it takes an amazingly short time this modand Picture" way.
more than 52 per cent of all the popu- ernIt's"Print
real fun, too. Right from the start you play
lation. D.uring two years the member- real tunes by note. The printed lessons tell you
what to do .•. the pictures show you how to
ship increased by 3,991,483.
do it.
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Japanese Shrine
Destroyed
CI Meiji Shrine in Tokyo-one of the
three main temples of the Shinto faitllwas destroyed by fire in an air raid.
The Yasukuni war shrine at Tokyo
and the Ise grand shine near Osaka
both are intact. The latter shrine is
dedicated to the Japanese sun goddess
and is the center of the Shinto cult.

I

FREE Print and Picture Sample
See how easy it is to learn music at home this
short-cut way. Mail coupon for Free Booklet and
"Print and Picture" Sample. Mention favorite
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621 Brunswick Bldg., New York
10, N.Y.

U. S. School of Music, 621 Brunswick Bldg., N.Y.
10, N.Y.
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unjustifiable subversion of such institutions to militaristic and ultra-nationalistic ends."
The order followed an inspection
which disclosed widespread looting and
vandalism in the buildings.
"In 1943," the order said, "officials
of the university, ignoring their obligation to maintain a Christian institution,
Christian services and teachings, removed Christian members of the faculty
and board of directors and caused to
be committed acts of vandalism. Christianity was abolished by order and the
university chapel was closed in January,
1944."

"All I Could See Were Hands
Stretched Out ..."
fi The need for additional schools in
Puerto Rico is emphasized in a recent
report by Miss Verr H. Zeliff, superin-

English Methodists to
Ordain Women
(J: Unmarried women may be ordained
and appointed to churches by the Methodist Church of Great Britain and Ireland as a result of recent action taken
by the Church's General Conference.
Except in special cases, women ministers
will be required to retire upon marrying. As ministers, the women will have
equal training, equal status, equal salary, and equal retirement allowances
with the men.

Rural Workers
Needed in Mexico
(J: Miss Ruth Ellyson Byerly, Methodist
missionary in Monterrey, Mexico, says
her rural work in outlying districts is
"like one segment of a circle compared
to what could be accomplished by a
missionary who lived among the people."
.
"We are a decade behind in attempting to do rural work from our city
stations. Until more workers are sent no
new rural field can be opened. The nationals are not yet prepared to do the
work by themselves."

Bibles Sent to
Philippines
Puerto Rican children

tendent of the George 0. Robinson
School, in San Juan. She writes:

([Thirty cubic tons of Bibles, hymnals,
Sunday school lesson papers, and other
religious books and supplies have been
shipped to the Christian churches in the
Philippine Islands during recent weeks.
Publishing houses, mission boards, and
individuals have joined in providing
the materials to help the Filipino churches re-establish services of worship, the
education of children, and the training
of ministers and deaconesses. It is expected that additional tons will be
shipped in the weeks ahead.

The yard from the gate to the door-a
space of perhaps two hundred or more
square feet-was filled with men, women,
and children on registration day. I worked
my way to the door and found that the
room , was filled. I have never seen anythi ng like it.
First we registered twenty-six children
who had attended last year. None of our
teachers is well prepared to teach first
grade, and. we had instructed them
not to enroll more thari thirty. When the
last kindergarten child was enrolled, I New Superintendent
thought we were going to be mobbed! All in Jesse Lee Home
I could see were hands stretched out,
holding birth certificates. We took as many (J: Appointment of George V. 'Green, of
as we could and then made a waiting list. Seward, Alaska, as superintendent of the
When the last child had gone and we Jesse Lee Home is announced by Miss
were beginning to breathe more easily, the · Miriam V. Ristine, executive secretary
. Rev. Juan Curet, pastor at Barrio Obrero, of the Bureau of Social Welfare, under
came to discuss the possibility of opening whose direction the children's home will
a kindergarten. He asked if we would hire be reopened soon.
another teacher, if he could arrange for a
Both Mr. and Mrs. Green have for
room. It will be very primitive. When I
returned home, I found that Rev. J. Or- some time been residents of Alaska. Belandi Bairan is eager to open a new kin- fore going to Alaska they lived in Sioux
dergarten in his church at Villa Palmeras. City, Iowa.
According to Miss Ristine, repairs
This is in another section as crowded and
needy as Barrio Obrero."
and repainting are progressing satis-

factorily. Blanks for application for admission to the home are also being
prepared.

President Says "Men
Need God's Help"
([ "There was never a time when men
needed God's help more than now,"
President Truman wrote recently. "VIe
have been held together by a common
necessity brought to us by war. The
same necessity in peace has not yet been
fully realized. Our situation and. that of
the world calls for man's greatest wis- .
dom under God's guidance. Let us seek
the spirit that will make a workable
society within a workable world. The
source of that spirit is the love of God
and the desire to do his will. Men must
realize the part that spiritual values
play in everyday life and build them
into industry ~nd commerce as an integral component of their working pattern."
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The Gospel According
to John
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The Fundamentals of
Christian Faith
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IS LIFE
by Robert H. Beaven
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Do

YOU SEEK to find anew the Christian
experience of God? Do you ':leed to reemphasize the spiritual values rn your own
faith? This book will help you.
Has the historic Christian doctrine become
"a habit for your lips but not a habitat for
your soul"? This book recovers a rich spiritual heritage. To read it is to have the feeling of a son who, after knowing his father
only as a picture on the wall, finally meets
him in the flesh and discovers for himself
his human and lovable personality, his hopes
and plans for his son.
THE AUTHOR

Robert Haddow Beaven, able young president of the Baptist Missionary Training
School of Chicago, is the son of Dr. Albert
W . Beaven, late president of ColgateRochester Divinity School. Educated at Haverford, Colgate-Rochester, and Cambridge
he has had unusual opportunities for travel
and for knowing personally many leaders
of the world-wide church .
In harmonizing two seemingly contradictory claims the author develops a simple
theme: that the unique thing about man,
and about God in his dealings with man, is
the experience of fellowship. This one insight recovers the vital truth of traditional
doctrines, such as the Trinity, man, sin, the
nature of Christ, grace, faith, salvation, the
Church.
The essence of Christianity is the experience of fellowship with God in Christ-the
discovery that "in him was life" and in him
is life, for all men, NOW.
$1.50

Spiritual
(lospel
by W . A. Smart

THE GREATEST and most Christian writing of all time" is the author's description
of the Gospel of John. He interprets the
Gospel in a way that is enlightening and
practical to our generati~n . The appr?ac_h
is not through microscopiC study of Individual passages but rather through an understanding of the import of the whole book.
Always aware of the high purpose for which
the Gospel was intended and the high purpose it can and should serve in the lives of
men today, the author has gathered the
findings of New Testament research to form
the background against which The Spiritual
Gospel stands out in full light.

I
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THE AUTHOR

I'

Wyatt Aiken Smart, widely known minister
and educator, is professor of biblical theology at Emory University. Born in South
Carolina, he received his education at Va~
derbilt University, Union Theological Seminary, and the University of Chicago. He is
much sought after as a lecturer at youth
conferences and student assemblies, and has
delivered a number of well-known college
lecture series. The combination of spiritual
insight with scholarship and awareness of
contemporary conditions, makes his thought
especially attractive.
The wide readership which was pleased
by the author's THE CONTEMPORARY
CHRIST will welcome this new view of the
Gospel of John. The style is simple and attractive. The positive message of the New
Testament i.s forcefully presented.
$1.00
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In this beautiful yet inexpensive volume you'll find
an almost inexhaustible treasury of religious inspiration.
THE BooK OF WoRSHIP FOR CHURCH AND HoME is the
official handbook of worship authorized by The General
Conference of The Methodist Church. To bring together
its spiritual riches, a Commission composed of Bishops
Ivan Lee Holt and Charles W. Fli11t, and eighteen other
devoted churchmen surveyed for more than five years
the whole literature of Christianity. From Scripture, from
history's greatest saints, and from highest modern sources,
they finally collected this great manual of worship.
The book contains four major sections. For use by the
pastor and the church congregation, there are 28 complete Orders of Worship for the Christian Year; a large
section of A ids to 11' orsbip including invocations, prayers,
and responses; and also the complete Ritual of The
Methodist Church.
But it is in the section of Aids fo1· Pe1·so11al aud Family
Devotions that you wiil find the richest resources for
r----~-------------------------------------------------1

your home prayer life. Covering more than 100 pages,
there are Scripture readings from the Old and New
Testaments, each preceded by a brief paragraph of
comment to stimulate meditation. There are daily devotions for an entire month, each taken from Scrip·
ture, preceded by comment, and followed by several
prayers of power and beauty. There are more than
40 pages of family prayers and prayers for special
occasions, several pages of table graces for children
and adults, and finally, two complete Orders of TV orship for use by families who seek group worship rich
in meaning.
Here, then, in one handsomely bound gift volume
of 562 pages is an always-available guide to Christian
experience and expression-a beacon by which all
may capture a vision of "the Lord high and lifted
up." Use the coupon below to order conveniently.

$lSO

Gift Editio11. 5;:.7 inches; bound in hand·
some, flexible black moroccotol with gold·
edged pages and silk place markcc. . ......... .
A11y t~ame stamped i11 gold 011 cover, 25¢ per li11e additioual

A Beautiful and Useful Memorial Gift to the Church
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Please order from House serving your territory
Nashville 2
Baltimore 3

Cincinnati 2
Chicaoo II
Richmond 16 Pittsburuh 30

New York II

Detroit I
San Francisco 2
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Dallas I

l<ansas City 6

Boston 16
Portland 5

Please send me, postpaid, The Book of V/orship for Church and
Home, as follows:
_ _ _ copies of Gift Editiou, moroccotol bound, at $1.50 each.
_ _ _ copies of Regt!lar Edition, clothbound, at

75~

each.

Name

Re!!11lar Editio11. 5x7 inches; bound in blue cloth with goldstamped titles ......................... . per copy, postpaid

Address
State

Cit)

0

Payment enclosed

THE BooK or. WoRsmP FOR CHURCH
AND HoME was planned and is authorized by The General Conference lor
voluntary use in Methodist churches.
By placing copies in the pew for the
congregation's use in following the
service, worship is vastly enriched.
If you or any of your friends have
been giving thought to an appropriate
memorial for a departed loved one,
discuss with your pastor the use of
THE BooK OF WoRSHIP in your church.
A regular edition, suitable for the pew,
is available (see below). We can supply l\Iemorial book plates; or write·
for special prices on gold stamping
books in quantity.
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